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Impressed

Helping hand

Lady Racers, Lady Tigers
fall to power of the press

Local attorney offering free
legal services to soldiers

Serving Murray and Galloway County since 1879

Iran steps forward to help aid peace ne
By ANWAR FARU01
Associated Press Writer

NICOSIA, Cyprus (AP) — Iran
said Monday that the non-aligned
movement would launch a peace
initiative in the Persian Gulf war,
and Pakistan and Egypt also were
pursuing diplomatic solutions.
Iraqi radio said President Sad dam Hussein had rejected a Soviet

ATLANTA — Too mari
black Americans have been sent
to war in the Mideast and too
few have jobs back home, followers Of slain civil rights leader Martin Luther King Jr. said
on the federal holiday marking
his birth.

STANFORD — Stanford
police officer Gary Kidwell,
who was killed when he stopped
a suspected drunken driver, left
police work a few times at his
family's urging but always went
back, one of his children said.

PITTSBURGH — Jeff Hostetler of the New York Giants
and Jim Kelly of the Buffalo
Bills will be the starting quarterbacks in Sunday's Super Briwi
in Tampa, but their paths
crossed long ago in talent-rich
— and quarterback -rich
western Pennsylvania...

NEW YORK — Finance
officials from Japan and Germany agreed to provide additional assistance to the multinational coalition, fighting to oust
Iraq from Kuwait.

Tuesday should be mostly
sunny and cold. High 25 to 30.
Wind becoming southeast 5 to
10 mph. Increasing cloudiness
Tuesday night and not as cold
with a 30 percent chance of late
night light snow. Low 15 to 20.
Breezy and warmer Wednesday with a 50 percent chance of
light rain or snow. Highs 35 to
40.

Classifieds
Comics
Crosswords
Dear Abby
Horoscope
Murray Today
Obituaries
On Education
Perspective
Sports

8.

Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30
p.m. on Saturday are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30
and 6 p.m. Monday through
Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m.
Saturday. Regular office hours
are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday and 8 a.m. to
12 noon Saturday.

emergency session to seek a cease
fire. lie said only 10 members
responded favorably.
Tehran radio said Ahrera Moay yen, an adviser to Preidct
• '• •
Ilashemi Rafsanjani, 1ra on Monday to dcl
about the war to the "1..5.
dent, Turgut Dial.
Iraq's official radio sali
told Soviet President Mikha

Cpr.
:
Soy,ct peace :
hc.t.M sent to
fire,2dent
•,o. )7

'

Summer of 1944
in Connecticut
special for Martin
Luther King Jr.

Murray State grad
assists in 8-hour
rescue of downed
U.S pilot in Iraq

HAW( RAD, Conn. (AP) -During the summer of 1944, a teenage Martin taller King Jr. for the
first time savored life in a -nonsegregated society, visiting Connecticut churches, restaurants and
mov.ie theaters.
Five letters that King wrote that
summer to his parents in Atlanta
show that his time in New England
was an important chapter in his
life, a historian says.
Clayborne Carson, director of
the Martin Luther King Jr. Papers
Project at Stanford University, told
The Hartford Courant that the let• ters indicate that the Connecticut
experience helped King decide io
become a minister.
'The letters, owned by King's sister, Christine King Farris, are to be
published next year in the first volume of the 14-volume King papers
project., Because of copyright concerns. Carson is not Net able tr

I tic bro:,k:er of an Air. Force
o1,cer '.4 h t;eIped in the daring.drce
,
c.,owr.,.d Nay\
If

Murray State students, faculty and friends hold a candlelight march in honor of Martin Luther King Jr.
miinday night.
itafT photo by Mark .00ptr (Cont'd on page 2)

Baltic state votes to form volunteer home guard after Russian attack
RIGA, U.S.S.R.(AP) — Latvia's
..irliament voted Monday to form a
i,olunteer home guard and authori-fres bolstered defenses at public
buildings after Soviet commandos
staged a pre-dawn assault that
killed five people and wounded 10.
Parliamentarian Anatoly Dcnisov
told a news conference in Moscow
that Soviet President Mikhail Gorbachev may declare presidential

rule in Latvia alter meetings with
leaders of the Baltic republics.
Supporters of Latvia's proindepe,ndence_ -government reinforced concrete barricades that protect the front of the parliament in
Riga, the capital. They propped
sandbags in front of the building's
windows.
Parliament. meeting in.emergency session, approved a decree call-

hig on the government to establisL
a self-defense unit of draft-age volunteers. The decree takes effect
immediately.
It was uncertain whether the unit
would resemble the ragtag group
that holed up in the parliament
building of the neighboring Baltic
republic of Lithuania following a
Jan. 13 assault on a broadcast station there. Fourteen people were

killed in that aiiack.
U.S. officials have been critical
of the crackdown in the .Baltics.
Speaking to reporters in Washington. President Bush said Monday,
"I would again appeal to the
Soviet leaders to resist using
force...
The United States has never recognized the forcible incorporation
of Lithuania. Latvia- and Estonia

;mu the Soviet Union in 1940. The
Baltic republics were independent
status betiikeen the two world wars.
. The Kremlin has been pressuring
the Eialti-;;s to nuliify the indepefidehc'e declarations passed last year
by their democratically .elected parliaments. Pro-Soviet factions in the
repubilcs have urged direct rule by.

Calloway's 614th Company not among those
Kentucky military units activated Monday
About 1,100 members of a
Kentucky-based Army Reserve
division were activated Monday
under a partial-mobilization order
President Bush signed late last
week in the wake of fighting in the
Persian Gulf.
Maj. Michael E. Jones, spokesman for the Army Reserve's 100th
Division, said the affected reservists would come Trom at least 10

Kentucky communities. None
appeared to be immediately headed
toward Saudi Arabia, however.
The 100th Division is one of 12
of the reserve's training divisions
nationally. Members were to report
Tuesday and move to Fort Knox,
where, they will supplement or
replace active soldiers training tank
crewmen and armored cavalry
scouts, Jones said.
As fof the 614th MP Company,
located in Calloway County,
"nothing has changed at present.

We did get our 20 guys back from
Fort McClellan, Ala. and we are up
to strength. As for now we are just
waiting to hear something one 'way
or another," said Ron England,
staff sergeant and unit public
affairs representative.
Under the order Bush signed on
Friday, reservists and members of
tht National Guard can be kept on
active duties for as long as a year.
Meanwhile, the state Department

BOSTON (AP) — From Florida
to Texas, defense workers arc
cheering the Patriot missile — a
weapon once nearly canceled and
untested in battle until it proved
itself with pinpoint accuracy at
supersonic spccdsi in the Persian
Gulf.
The Patriottmply appears to do
what it was designed to do. And
that is no small achievement for an
Industry that has taken its lumps
over large expenditures and doubts
about such items as the B-I bomber, the Apache helicopter, the Sgt.
York air defense gun and the Bradley Fighting Vehicle.
The first Patriot fired in combat
knocked an Iraqi Scud missile ott
of the air as it headed for Dhahran

in Saudi Arabia last week. On Sunday and early Monday. Patriot missiles knocked out nine more Iraqi
Scuds fired into Saudi Arabia.
"There is a lot of pride in the
plant here," said Doug McCurrach,
a spokesman for Martin Marietta
Corp.'s facility in Orlando, Fla.,
which assembles the missiles.
"I'm excited about the success
so far and •fee1 it's going to continue because of the workmanship
and quality we've put into the warhead section," said Herb Fouch,
missile mechanic in Martin Marietta's warhead section.
Similar sentiments were heard in
various places that had a hand in
the missile's development — from
Raytheon Co., its parent company

in Massachusetts, to research and
development sites in New Jersey,
Florida, Texas and New Mexico.
The early track record of the Patriot has also given rise to cautious
approval by more impartial defense
experts.
Kevin Page, of the non-profit
watchdog group Project on Government Procurement, said there is
reason to cheer but that with such a
complex system, "to break out the
champagne is really premature."
Lior Bregman, an analyst with
Oppenheimer & Co. in New York,
said the success of high technology
weapons such as the Patriot will
certainly boost the defense industry

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times

Kentucky Lake
354.0, -0.4 below . 327.7, -1.0
Barkley Lake
354.1, -0.5 below 331.8, -1.1

peace proposal.
me Soviet Union, Egypt and
Iran's official Islamic Republic
al other countries. The late PresiNews Agency quoted Foreign 'dent• Tito of Yugoslavia was a
Minister Ali Akbar Vclayati as say- founder of the non-aligned moveing the effort by nations that proment, which now has 101
fess non-alignment involved Iran, members.
India, Yugoslavia and Algeria. It
Velayati was quoted as saying
did not give details. ,
there had been little support for an
The Yugoslav state news agency, earlier proposal by Iran that the
Tanjug, said that country was seek- 46-nation Organization of the
ing support fdi the initiative from
Islamic Conference convPne an

City workers Monday hung American flags in downtown Murray and
along Main Street in remembrance of U.S. servicemen and women
currently fighting in Operation Desert Storm.

•
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Iran...
(('ont'd from

page 1)

6,)rbachev said in a letter dated
Jan. 18 that he would intercede
Bush about suspending hostild the Iraqi leader agreed to
e ,anee plans to withdraw from
LV.ait, the radio said.
quOted Saddam as replying on
..:ay: "We are not the ones who
committed aggression against
'nited States. So we should not
to make statements that
• make the United States
lo he twisting our steadfast
.-id that would tempt it to conblackmail and arrogance in

Turkey, Egypt and Syria in an
attempt to end the war, which
began Jan. 17. Demonstrations for Iraq and
against the United States also have
been frequent in Jordan, which has
a Palestinian majority. King Hussein has proposed a cease-fire in
the war.
U.N. officials in New York said
an Indian proposal for a cease-fire
had little 'chance because both
hinged on an Iraqi withdrawal from
Kuwait.

a member of the
against-IriT.FRIan _i:h other Arab nations.
rci
Ministrs. official said
Mabarak sent
\I • ,.• SZ A .11
a

1.,7•yan cader. but
d.sclose 1:•• ,,rlents
\I;nister
sent f.or;:
..k...c.-Nleguct and us main
adviser, °sena el-Bai. to
1 hey conferred ith Presiilafet Assad Sunday night and
vorday with Foreign Minister
.1. -Star3a.

Egypt have been foes
e Cairo signed a peace treaty
but both have
:n .• _ ,
Pak
where pro-Iraq
.f.ions are dai1) occurPrime Minister Nawar
s office said he planned to
• I',.esday on a trip to Iran,

N.
.•ta .and

E3-.-If1 Report,
4. .•43.g..4 & -,ss

K

Two-car wreck

(Cont'd from page I)
"All Rand) eser talked about
was being a fighter pilot." said
Golf's mother, Betty Goff, also of
He knew what he
Jackson.
wanted, and that's what he went
after. He has fulfilled his dreams."
"I wish his father was around to
see him. He would be real proud,
too... she said. Golf's father, 3
career Air Force man, died six
years ago.

India has begun discussions in
An Air Force search-and -rescue
the Security Council about a ceasefire of 48 to 72 hours, but U.S. dip- helicopter picked up the A-6
lomats say privately the council Intruder pilot shortly after the two
would not support the idea without A-10 ground support bombers
operated bs Goff and Johnson
an Iraqi withdrawal.
lr•-•&441 my_tr-ua--tse-adc41—
Cuba and Ye-men We-Salt i0 strife‘l
FavortIte-rdea7--but--totrfeei--satcl-Itt---"r44"C"
4-4140-eiffn447-44—
least four permanent council mem"! Force officers said.
The Pentagon has not disclosed
hers with veto power - the United
States, Soviet Union. Britain and the rescued pilot's identity
France - were opposed.
A plan was devised to bring in
rescue helicopter.
Also Monday. a Jordanian Bar
"It
is really exciting -- the fact
Association delegation and doctors
and nurses from Amman hospitals that you think the guy is going to
gc! reseued.". Goff said. "N1y mind
jollied an .Arnerican idsvor on a
Nas ust rushing
1
peace vigil outside tne S Embassy in Jordan's capita,
As the reseue helicopter neared
Officials and artalsts say the
srot.
failure of European , nat:ons to :arg,.. Iraqi t7u.k droy,
:7: ar
&s;Se 3 jo,r,: plan to 2i‘
area apparentk headed is:7
the gulf il.dstrates :he dies
they 1.4;e in iorming a st7org t,oHt
union
t:nfortanatelv. the truck ‘4/14 as
wrong place at the wror,g
France acted on its own. of fer:ng :• Gott said
a last-ditch peace proposal in the
The two A-10s raked the vehicle
U.N.- Sccurt CouiI hour's-after
with
30mm machine guns. The
foreign ministers of European
truck was left smoking and in
Community nations had promised
flames as the helicopter arrived
to stand united
The downed pilot broke from cove,
and ran to safety.
;:me the two A-10

Calloway County servicemen
to receive free legal services
•

Rescue...

-1he adrenalm was purnp.ng for
two hours after the pickup." Johnson said. "It's still pumping now."
\k :en he returned to base there
a telephone message from the
Navy prlot, Johns-on.-.said.

King...
4.
(Cont d from page 1)

• ti1 •
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••

•

s
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Four residents were injured early Saturday in a two-car wreck about three miles south of Murray on U.S.
641 South, according to a report from the Calloway County Sheriff's Department. A car drisen by
17-year-old Jimmy Overbey Jr., of Alm°, was struck from behind hy a car driven by Alan McCallum of
11a/el as Oserbey attempted to turn off U.S. 641 into Paschall Truck Lines, according to police. Oserbey
was admitted to the Murray-Calloway County Hospital with head and neck injuries while a passenger in
the Overbey sehicle. Stephen Halls of Almo, was transported to Western Baptist Hospital in critical condition, also with head and neck injuries. McCallum was admitted to NICCH with head and neck injuries
while a passenger in his car, Beserly Rogers, 27 of Murray. was treated and released at MCCII. Another
passenger in his car, Glenda Johnson, escaped injuries, police said. McCallum was arrested and charged
with first' and second degree assault, first degree wanton endangerment and drising under the influence.
police said. :thove, emere.ene.y personnel assist one of the yictims in the accident.

Postal service rates to increase
magatines and advertising mail.
The commisAon estimated that
:he new rates would increase postal
revenue by 56.2 billion, enabling
the agency to break even, as
required by law. The Postal Service
no longer_ receives a taxpayer.
subsidy.
Some questions remain as to
finances, howeser, with the Postal
Service in binding arbitration over
:ahor contracts with its largest
unions.
While it cut the proposed firstclass rate, the recommendation
from the rate commission included
nigher charges for third-class
Lidvertising mail than had been
..eqiuested by the .Postal Service.
'those rates are complex, varying
del) by amount of pre-sorting
r:aterial mailed and

--- Postal
WASHING} O's
when
ed
Sers ice officials' are -Tiding
you'll pay more for your mail -probably 29 cents and perhaps as
early as the first week in February..
"I he independent Postal. Rate
Comtism-on three• weeks agorecommended raising the. current
25 centrate hy 4 cents. The postal
hii.17! has overturned the
reeommendattons
A as expected to vote
•day to implement a 29-cent
samp effectiye m early February.
The Postal Service originally
sAanied to charge 30 cents as the
as-- first-class rate. But cuts in
s:affing and improved productivity
H,pped more thi.n $700 million
agen„y"s clef-felt. permit
74 :Ile rate commission to shave ;',7‘71'. 0!1 the new rat.
-is! th
Lhari2e

Patriot...
(Cont'd from page 1)

West View has
two smoke alarms

Mornings Are Fun
On

%TUBS•1340
6-9 a.m.
Gary Powley & Chuck
Shunett
9-11 a.m.
Lon Sosh
Good Time Show

Units...

The Murra!, F.re
responded to two smoke
WCSt View Nursing Home Monda)
!2 p.rr.
at 9:48 p m. and
according !r a de:.,7trriespokesperson
7
Firemen ins
call was the resia]t of a iTre. accor.
one to reports.

(Cont'd from page 1)
I

Commercial

Fain Insurance Agency
Jim Fasn
Tr4te)

753-0362
6 arr. "-.J p—
Daily
12th & Sycamore

s. ill) st.
Miart.st. kt .

Have we got a
deal for you...

FREE SLICE OF HOMEMADE PIE
WITH ANY DINNER OR STEAK AFTER 4 P M

Our Dinners start at $3.95 - Offer Good Thru Feb. 11.
53-8080 - Pvt.Party Roam Available

s25

411110

LEX'

f

GYMS

No Contract

A sMontn
Lose Weight - Tone Up

1413 Olive Blvd

759-4955

Murray

Roy's Discount Pharmacy
OPEN EVERY DAY
To Better Serve You
M-F 9 a.m.-g p.m. Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.M. Sun. 1-5 p.m.
75:1-2380
Olympic Plaza
Hwy. 641 N.

7.ini.fort

Monday, winir:t: most other state
t.:scid for. a paid
usc for C. . -7:7"
:940s. He atid K.:
:(•zether by their c.::a and became
roots in
in the summer of.1944.
The two teen-agel.s. shared an
ecstat:c feeling of freedom m Con Pickens said recently'.
hey relished being able to walk in
...bite neighborhoods, or to talk to a
white woman. without worrying
anot being challenged by police,
arrestcd. or worse.
:1 say. 'We're going to
•
God s country,' and that MOW
vo!ng to the Connecticut Vatiey, -to
England," said Pickens. who
.ater setfled in Hartford and taught
English at Wcaser High School
until 1970.
In a letter to Ins mother. dated
1944.. King wrote about
1.4ne
attending a church in Simsbury
with other'students from their camp
•
a7:41 remarked that they were
black people there.
On June 1K. King wrote to
mother that he had been in H.:7:
ford, and the experience had beC.
something of a revelation.
ffe wrote that he had eaten in
some of the city's finest restaurants
and had gone to some of the largest
shows. He was surprised, most of
all, that : black people apparently
_ould cat anywhere they wanted.
.

HOMEOWNERS & AUTO

:n the short term and may bring
even longer term public and private
backing for development.
"They've proved pretty good,
but I don't think it's a 100 percent
system,'' said Rupert Pengelley,
editor of International Defense
Review, part of the authoritative
London-based Janes Group of
publications on the defense
industry...

.41‘•:

Free commodities
to be distributed
Free commodities will be distributed at the Calloway County Road
Ptpartment barn, located on L
camore Street. Thursday from 8
an. to 3:30 p.m.. according to
re r1S.
1 residents arc picking up for
anot r person. they must bring a
note frnm that person. according to
officials. Residents must also bring
their own bags and boxes

But compared with Soviet antiaircraft missiles that were 3 percent
effective in the 1973 Arab-Israeli
_Yom Kippur War, "they are a
great improvement," he said.
Patriot batteries were rushed to
Israel last week after two volleys
of Scuds were fired into that country. The shipment is believed to
have helped persuade Israel to
remain on the sidelines of the conflict for 'now.. •

• •

ner.:, said Lt.
act.n puhl:e
: 7
•
t.tse ltr!Ks niarming :tie
.s 24 hours a day.I eteprione operators were on
ti) provide information about
of Kentucky troops servstatus
the
ing in the Middle East.
But since the first shots were
fired in the' Persian Gulf last Wednesday. Little said his staff has
become increasingly a source of
comfort
"Some people are calling just to
talk." Little said. "I had a lady' the
other n:ght who called very !ate in
the night Just to talk about her late
hushand's experiences in World
War II.
"It's kind of an emotional outlet
for some. for others it's a source of
informal.

The missiles, which cost about
S500.000 each, carry high explosive fragmentation warheads
designed to knock down attacking
aircraft and: rockets. The 18-foot•
tall, 16-inch-diameter missiles,
which fly at slightly over 2,900
mph, have a range of just 37 to 50
miles.
The missiles are used in conjunction with radar equipment on
the ground, which essentially asks
incoming targets whether they arc
of Gorbachev.
An :unidentified black beret
showed on Latvian television Monday accused the pro-independence
popular front of trying to take power. The program was prepared by
the Communist Party.
"If the situation doesn't change,
there will be lots of bloodshed in
the next few days," the black beret
said.
Alfred Rubiks. the hard-line
chief of the Latvian Communist
Party, denied ordering the attack.
but he said such assaults would bc
justified to take back property
belonging to the party.
Speaking to reporters. he said
the black berets had gone for talks
with Latvian interior ministry officials when they were fired upon.
That version contrasted sharply
with witnesses' accounts and the
Latvian government's report on the
attack. Those accounts said the
Soviet forces began the attack with

Baltic...
(Cont'd from page I)
Latvian Justice Minister Viktor%
Skudra told a news conference
Monday that the number of guards
had been increased in front of public buildings to protect against more
attacks.
Sunday's attack by special
Soviet "black tierets" on the Latvian interior ministry, which supervises the republic's police ',force.
produced a flurry of bullets that
pocked the ceiling, walls and floors
of aBlive stories of the Riga building. Early Monday, the black berets
left the building.
Later in the day, dried blood was
caked on the stairway leading from
the fourth to the fifth floor. Doors
and locks were riddled with bullet
holes. Bullet holes ringed a portrait

combining charges botti'l: • •
of pieces and total weig!..
mail. Overall, the third-c.f.i....rates
would rise 25 percent under the
proposal, rather than the. 17 peri.ent
hike urged by postal off:cials
year ago.

41
.

1

The rate commission also proposed slightly higher rates for priority mail and Express Mail than the
Postal Sers ice had sought. while
slightly' reducing- the proposed
cards,
increases :for first class.
second class (printed ir,4;c7:::1) and
parcel post.
The U. S. Chamber of Commerce was critical of the rate hikes in
general. point.ing out that Iii2her
rates for businesses are pissed or
to consdmers.
trend

or toe.

get th& right
determines the target is
said Robert Skelly', a
spokesman. "All this
happens 'A :nn a very few,tenths of
a second.
:!thisht

If the target is hostile. the Patriot
is automatically fired, although it
can be shot manually as N ei . Once
aloft, the missile is guided to its
target by the ground radar system.
'Despite the seeming case of its
initial successes. the Patriot had an
arduous journey to the battlefield.
It was conceived more than 20
years ago as a surface-to-air missile system that could attack aim lanes and enemy missiles.
The Pentagon quickly shifted
directions and decided Patriot
strictly an anti-aircraft
would
)stern.

swo

Development continued through
the 1970s under the leadership of
Raytheon, baset1 in the Boston ,suburb of Lexington. At one point in
the middle of the decade, senior
defense officials said they' were
worried the missile system might
not work -because .of ilts complex
technology.
The project was briefly put on
hold so the missile could be tested.
It passed, and the iiroject con-tinued, said David Harris, spokesman for. the Army Missile Command in Huntsville, Ala., which
oversees development of the Patriot
system.

4

c

a hail of tracer bullets,
9n Moscow, Latvian interior
minister Alois Vasnis demanded
the black beret squad be removed
from Latvia.
Vasnis and Ilmars Bishers, deputy Latvian'prime minister, met with
Soviet Interior Minister Boris
Pugo. an ethnic Latvian who once
ran the republic's KGB. The black
berets arc under the direct control
of the Soviet interior ministry.
However. Pup said he had
given no orders for an attack and
promised die troops would be confined to bases.
Latvian president Anatolijs Gorbunovs has been invited by Gorbachev for talks in Moscow on
Tuesday.
•
Gorbachev and Estonian president Arnold Ruutel agreed Monday
on the need for talks between toplevel delegations. Estonian radio
reported.

•
•
....•••••••
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AROUND THE HOUSE
By The ASSOCIATED PRESS
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If you have wicker furniture in
your home or on the porch, you
already know how to enjoy it, but
do you know how to take care of
it?
Here's how to help your wicker
retain its looks and charm:
Care and Cleaning:
— You can wash rattan and willow wicker with soapy water using
a soft brush for crevices. If the
wicker becomes brittle, drenching
it with water helps restore it.
— Rush, sea grass or fiber
(twisted . paper) should only be
wiped now and then with a damp
cloth.
— Vacuum wicker regularly
with the brush attachment.
— For in-between dusting, try a
soft, slightly dampened paint brush.
— Wash painted wicker with

By POPULAR MECHANICS

Q. — The shingles on our roof
are worn and we want to have the
roof reshingled. We don't know
whether to use asphalt or fiberglass
shingles. What is your opinion?

uri;.,..r the
:7 ,)e.ret

Fire prevention, smoke detectors
essential for homes with fireplaces

atli

Lkt.'s

U:e right
ie target is
Skelly, a
"All this
w,tenths of

the Patriot
ilthough it
Well. Once
ided to its
lar system.
ease of its
riot had an
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than 20
to-air misittack airples.
.ly shifted
Patriot
inti-aircraft

xi through
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;tern might
complex

fly put on
be tested.
'oject con-- •
is, spokesssile Cornda., which
f the Patriot
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built, and what's the remedy? Can
I do most of the work myself?
A — In house design, the size of
the floor joists depends on the distance between the joist supports
(span), the on-center distance
between the joists (usually 16
inches on center), the species of
wood the joists are made of, and
the loading applied to the floor. In
residential structures, the floor
loading is usually designed for a
live load of 40 pounds per square
foot, with attic floors designed for
loading of 20 pounds per square
foot. A live load is the load that is
imposed solely by occupancy (persons, ftirnishings and appliances).
The attic's design load is less
than the load for habitable rooms
because the attic is normally not
used for storing heavy appliances
or furniture. Hence, ceiling joists
are often smaller than the, floor
joists below.
In determining joist -size Jot- a
given span, architects use A.ables
that consider bending stress,
deflection and stiffness (in order to
minimize the springiness in the
floor). Your floor joists are sufficient for a 40-pound-per-squarefoot floor, providing their unsupported span does not exceed 9 feet,
6 inches (approximately).
To finish the attic properly, you
would first need a building permit.
Your local municipal building
department will probably require
you to have plans drawn by a registered architect or approved by a
licensed professional engineer.

INJURED?

DONALD A. JONES
NO CHARGE FOR 1ST VISIT
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Tim Linzy's Power Unlimited
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visible portion df the solar spectrum through. Low E-glass has a
L:-value of .32, losing 42 percent
less heat than a standard doublepane.
For very warn climates, Low-E
glazing is available tinted, and is
known as High Performance SunInsulating glass. Lower U-values
and ability to filter out ultraviolet
rays are the advantages here.
For even lower U -values, look to
Mirror glazing. These windows
work like Low-E windows but the
metallic coating is on a clear plastic film suspended between the
double panes giving a U -value of
only

Fenestration, the design of windows and their placement on the
walls and roof of a building, has
been practiced by homeowners as
well as Architects .for many years.
Here is an overview of thevarious types of windows available and
placement alternatives.
Double-pane insulated windows
have been in widespread use since
the mid-'50s, but many homeowners have failed to take advantage
of them. Double-pane (doubleglazed) windows have two separate
sheets of glass, separated by an air
space, hermetically sealed into a
tightly bonded, single pane.
The dead airspace 'between the
glass insulates, preventing heat or
air conditioning from escaping.
This window's U-value (a measure
of heat flow through a material) is
.52, compared to a 1.1-rating .for a
single-pane window. This means
double-glazed windows lose about
half as much heat as single-glazed,
and double glazing greatly reduces
condensation, or sweating, on the
inside.
Triple-pane windows simply
refine the same idea. They boost U-values ranging from .34 to .39,
and offer a heat retention advantage of 25 to 35 percent over double glazing.
Low-E or Low Emissivity windows look like ordinary doublepane windows, but the inside surface of the outer pane has a microscopic metallic layer that reflects
radiant heat, while allowing the

As far as placement is concerned, in all except the warmest
climates, large window openings
should be placed on the southeast,
south and - sOuthwest sides, according to the internal requirements of
each space. This allows the greatest
possible passive solar heat gain.
Make east and west windows Moderate in size. Keep northern windows small,, and if possible, have
Low-E glass.. This takes full advantage of solar heat. gain during the
winter while providing indoor comfort and energy efficiency all year
round.
In very hot climates, where air
conditioning costs are the prime
concern, the largest window area
should face north with lesser
amounts to the east. west and south
to minimize heat gain in summer.
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— Wicker can also be painted
any color you choose. Aerosol
plastic resin enamel works best.
-- Here's how to paint wicker or
apply a clear finish:
Work outdoors on a warm, dry
day
Create a screen to confine spray.
A large appliance box with the
front cut off works well.
Hold the spray can about 12
inches away. Practice first on
newspaper to get the feel of the
sprayer. Then start' at me top and
sweep across in ,one continuous
motion. Spray inside surfaces first,
then sides and top.

Murray, Ky. - 753-0053

_

id he haj
attack and
ould be con-

before applying finish. For a light,
natural finish, spray on
polyurethane or clear lacquer from
an aerosal can. For a darker finish,
use a stain before applying the
finish.

Placement of windows effect utility hills

A. - -- Either type of shingle will
work for you. Your choice depends
:...:':)Q 151.,
-,
1
on aesthetics, availability and your
f---1-771,
• I;
budget. Generally, the more expenA TWO-WAY FIREPLACE is one of the features ofthis three-bedroom house, sive shingles come with a longer
which also has a sloped ceiling in the farm kitchen. Plan HA1501Y has 1,456 warranty, some of which can reach
square feet For more information write - enclosing a stamped, self-addressed 20-25 years. I_
envelope
to York & Schenke, 585 Stewart Ave. Garden City, NY 11530
Many' people, even roofers, con-fuse fiberglass and asphalt shingles. Fiberglass shingles are made
with asphalt and should be referred
to as fiberglass-asphalt shingles.
An asphalt shingle consists of
felt base mat made from rags, paper and wood pulp. The mat is saturated and coated with asphalt, then
and battery.
By The ASSOCIATED PRESS
surfaced with mineral aggregates.
If the horn does not sound, Fiberglass-asphalt
shingles have a
News story after news story tells replace the battery. If it still does
glass fiber mat coated with asphalt
of fire fatalities that might have
and surfaced with mineral ,
been prevented if smoke detectors
aggregates.
not sound, have the detector
had been in use.
The difference between organic
Smoke detectors make a shrill mpaired or replaced.
and fiberglass-based shingles is
— When the smoke detector batwarning sound when exposed to
more of a concern to the roofer
smoke. Since they are relatively tery begins to weaken, it will sound
than the homeowner. --Fiberglassinexpensive and easy to install, a warning signal (usually intermitbased shingles were developed
there is no reason any home should tent beeps or chirps). Replace the
because roofers found that asphalt
battery immediately following the
be without them.
shingles softened during hot weathHere's some basic information manufacturer's directions.
er installations, and were easily
— Clean your smoke detectors
on buying and using these life savdamaged. Fiberglass shingles are
yearly to remove dust, grease and
ing devices:
coated, not saturated, with asphalt
other soil.
Types:
and are not easily damaged during
Where to Locate:
— "Ionization" detectors conhot weather.
— In halls leading to sleeping
tain a tiny amount of shielded
However, in the northern United
Q. — With a large variety of
radioactive material. This material areas.
States, organic-mat, shingles are
— At the heads of stairs leading
walkway
de-icers on the market,
-breaks air down into charged atoms
often used. Fiberglass shingles are
could
you
tell me the major differthrough which a small current can to living areas.
difficult to work in very cold
— In your basement, but not too
between
them, and which
ences
flow. Smoke interrupts the flow of
weather because they become
would be the safest for concrete?
current which sets off the alarm. near the furnace.
brittle
and
can
crack if flexed.
— In the bedroom of any smoker
A. — According to the Portland
An ionization detector responds
Fiberglass shingles have a better
family.
in
your
Cement
Association, the safest demore quickly to the fumes of a
fire rating than organic shingles.
— On the same house level as
icers for concrete are also the most
fast-burning fire.
Nevertheless,
the latter are considcommon: sodium chloride (rock
— "Photoelectric" detectors use your kitchen, but not too near your ered
acceptable.
cooking
everyday
since
appliances
salt) and calcium chloride. Both of
a small light beam which impinges
these de-icers rust metal, and
on a light-sensitive photocell. The can easily set it off. Caution: Never
sodium chloride damages vegetaalarm sounds whenever smoke turn off a smoke detector because
Q. -- Three years ago, I
tion while calcium chloride does
interrupts the light beam. The light- you are cooking something that acquired an English -style,
not.
bulb producing the beam lasts will cause it to sound off. It's too IA -story all-brick, all-plaster
The association recommends
about three years; then it must be easy to forget to turn it on again. house, 50 years old and in excel— Away from air currents (vents lent condition. There is a full attic
against using on concrete those dereplaced. A photoelectric type of
icers that contain ammonium
detector gives a faster response to or radiators, for example), dead air with a catwalk in the center.
nitrate or ammonium sulfates.
smoke from a smoldering fire. It is corners and ends of halls.
I would like to finish the attic,
— On the ceiling at least 20 but it only has 2- by 6-inch ceiling
also less prone to false alarms from
(For further information on any
inches from all corners or walls. joists, 16 inches on center. I am
innocuous kitchen fumes.
home problem, write to Popular
— On walls, at least 12 inches told the joists have to be at least 2
Either type of smoke detector
Mechanics, Readers Service
may be powered by a battery (usu- from the ceiling and the nearest by 8 inches, 16 inches on center, Bureau, 224 West 57th Street, New
corner.
before rooms can be added.
ally 9-volt) or house currenL
York, NY 10019. Phone:
Note: Don't paint the detector.
First, why were houses like this 212-649-3127).
Effective Use:
— Test your smoke detector Painting clogs the holes and
about once a month to make sure reduces its effectiveness.
it's operating properly.(Need help on a home repair or
To test, simply press the test button on the front of the unit. The improvement project? Write ReadCALL
alarm (a continuous blare) will er's Digest, P.O. Box 700, Pleasound as long as the test button is santville, NY 10570-7000. Suggesdepressed. This test automatically tions and tips will be offered in
ATTORNEY AT LAW
checks the electronic circuit, horn future columns.)
Practice Concentrating In Personal Injury & Worker's Comp.
tax.
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warm, soapy water and a damp new rattan temporarily into place
with string; start wrapping the
sponge. Don't use an abrasive
other end over the tied end.
cleaner.
Remove the string once the wrap— For stained wicker, spray furping holds the first end in place. To
niture cleaner on a clean, dry cloth
complete wrapping, tuck the secand wipe all surfaces.
— Keep wicker well away from
ond end up through the last few
a fireplace, stove or radiator.
rows of wrapping. Pull the end
— Bring wicker furniture
tight and trim. Secure the end with
indoors during freezing weather.
a tack.
Repairing:
Refinishing:
For pliability, soak new strands
--- If rattan or willow has accuof rattan and wicker in warm water
mulated many coats of unsightly _
-for- at least -10 minutes and weave -palm, consider having- it -stripped
them while they are wet-by i- professional. To do the job
To repair worn wicker: Remove
yourself, work outdoors and use a
the damaged strand. From the
semipaste .stripper, following manunderside, anchor the end of the
ufacturer's directions. Be sure to
new strand next to the end of the
scrub off all traces of the stripper
old strand. Working from above, using a stiff-bristle brush dipped
weave the new strand through the
into detergent and water.
spokes in the existing pattern.
-- If the piece is unfinished,
To repair rattan wrapping: Strip
clean it first to remove grease, wax
off the old rattan. Tie one end of
and dirt. Let it dry thoroughly

Questions & Answers
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War is media blitz

The view from Frankfort
.s.ie's candidacy to succeed him in
Alice) were dropped last week
tvcause. Wilkinson said, his politic'al action committee ran out of
money to pay for them.
They'll be back, he said. with
By S.C. Van Curon
:inancing out of his own pocket.
We'd bet, however, there are plenand Todd Duvall
ty of engineers and contractors
across the state who've suddenly
Leade.rs of the General Assembly
-decidedto become- supporters of •
tiji
TIGr'
—fr-Ite—dr—
TISIOn
weet
the kind of "good govememnt" the
to keep the special legislative sesgovernor's PAC is supposed to be
sion operating, even though the
promoting.
..ountry. is at war with Iraq.
Actually. it's surprising someone
Shortly after American and
in
Wilkinson's administration
ailied planes began bombing Iraq
didn't figure out a way to pay for
,ist Wednesday night, Gov. War
the television ads with taxpayers'
'act Wilkinson suggested the possimoney -- educational, perhaps?
b.iity of a recess or adjournment of
the special session until the Ma is, After ail: the taxpayers are financeoncluded. Legislative leaders,' ing signs along U.S. 25E between
Pineville and Barbourville that say
hov.ever, agree that there was no
nothing more than:
conlpelrmg reason for legislators to
Progress
go home for a few days or weeks
as
and that work on the lengthy spePromised
eia: session agenda ought to
Cosernor 11allace G. 11 ilkinson
pr Need
The cabinet apparently pians to
there is no reason
place
tn.: signs - - that RNLI:7C three
o delay the legislator's
along a:1 the
polls
:0
at
ar
f%,:causethe ountr%
highvkav projects financed by the
Indeed. one of the items on the
-5600-rn-l-thxin-ttrrrd-rsstre-Wrik-rrrAtIn
proposed and the General Assernh•
sLon of time or military personnel
ly approved last year The sir:,
.7 °per:it:Or. Desert Storm to file
have no safety. directional, instructn:r state income tax ret.arns
tional or even tourist-promotion
That's admittedly' a small concesfunction. merely the .promotior,
,.
make for thousands of KenWallace Wilkinson_ •
:he armed forces and
There are reams of state lav.s
no have been called for
regulations governing signs
and
tse dut% in the Persian Gulf and
and a.dv,:rtisments a:ong pub
A7',IHJ. but it requires leg!.
highways t't Kentucky. and there's
1 good
The-Pr-Ogress -as' Prot
stgns tIon • Meet -iiny- Ohtheill
10.haCs a fe* thousand
ai.-..asrs• money when
te.e ci.csa:
‘.14rtna Wilkinson
the go,y,r:.,..r.‘nip is a' -take'
Don.: be surprised to see in the
-- in? iTionths state s:gns
proclaiming
:he war
a, Promised or perhaps evc ,4!;,
t.'.e sta:e 7Csort parks annftuncing
"Fun as Pr.orr.:Ser --• • ;ill. of
'
a;le. G..
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Washington Today
Advocates pushing anew to enclose
Capitol grounds for fear of attack
ICY,
.

In 1982. when I was *orking for
AT&T. I
as gisen a special
assignment to be part of a sales
team that sold distributed processing capabilities to the federal government. We called on large User
customers, mostly military
decision-makers.
As the communications person,
my job was to explain
on a conceptual basis — how distributed
pnxesstrig rit.-ltrbe-7-u--sea-1-6 rink
various military locations together,
thus improving internal and externs: communications, while at the
same time providing failsafe backup systems in times of crisis.
This job took me to all sorts of
unlikely locations. places I'd heard
N.-fore, hut had never had a
desire to visit - - _Tinker
[L.N.'. in Oklahoma, for
I vkas dispatched to Tinker for
Armed Forces Day in 1982,
' cause there would be an oppor• :y
:c n our story to the
uefiiia] military people v.ho
iartiqipating in the day',

I tie snoss =Birds will be pertorming.- my -boss told me,
the Canadian Air Force's stunt flying unit would bc.enough to make
up for the fact that. once again. I'd
he giving up a weekend for my job.
fhough it as nine years ago,
and now seems like a lifetime
assay. I have not forgotten that day
because it marked one of the most
sis id educational experiences of
nis
When it was time for the Snow
B:rds to perform, a lieutenant .colonel insisted that we go outside to
watch7 It was a hot, still day in
mid-May, nearly noon. We trudged
across a huge football field — me
in the requisite navy blue suit and
heels — to the best spot for

Letter to the Editor

11..sst.•:n 1!: an4eyil threat who has to
stopped.. ,Postponing this showin my opinion, would only
rn•a'ke.it a mild') rfiore difficcilt task
;u ,
, ure when he would, in all
have the nuclear bomb.
I
is no doubt he would not
riesi:ate to use it.

of In,:

far
We all have the right to express
I •,..hcvc
7:'.as:
0..r
ptersonal opinions about this or
a deadline has
been scitto either reach an agree- .any other subject. This freedom of
ment or start fighting. Also. it has •;'s's'sh has been Utilized extensivebeer•, surprisIng to see some of the ly now, polls have been taken and
. leaders openly discussing I. believe we all have a good idea
the various military strategies to he of what the- general consensus of
...ed. I can't keep from remember- Americans is regarding this war.
ing the value Gen. Dwight Eisen- R'egardless of what our views were
on the 'eiement of before the fighting began, it is my
opinion, now that war has begun,
World War IT
that it is the duty of all Americans
I
cbar.,cs !or a to pull together in one effort to
'to :re Ysti,id:e support our president and, to help
rlscule. I bring a quick and decisive victory
for our country. and our allies.
:7307.7.i:

bL•c•_r

.17%7
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Wba: more could Saddam want
than to have a divided America?
P.:hiic demonstrations of protest
burning the American flag can
be detrimental to our country
and
to
our men and women, who
1 :-.1.1. .;
people ber,acse I are. risking their lives during this
;Persian Gulf crisis.
Now that Sve are at this stage of
war's :no<
conflict I trust we will all unite our
prayers and efforts for a quick victory and a safe return home for our
troops. .
.ncerely .
Ms jo Cleta Williams
Rout,: 7. Box 117
Murray. Ky. 42071
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71 s7; ;he money. but so far only
s:eps have been taken.
Speaker Thomas S. Fo1e5,
"-ash and other leaders hase
.2c.` taking the so-called "peobranch- of government
'icr step away from the people
the interim. addwor.a metald..::,,:ctors nave been ins:a:led a: the
,..:7,trances to the. Capitol Cant conflower pozs have been- placed
the roadway entrances along
A
steel barriers that can be :OW cmed to let cars tnro.ugn.
()1 courv_. man%
PVC

sef

‘..ars
.s..ggestions ..riey gist: :her:
r,ase not • neer., Widely heed
So the $13 million has r. .
unspent. But maybe not tor :oTig.
"What better tine to review"
the situation, said Jeff Biggs.
Foley'S spokesman.
Foley "would have to be per
suaded that the, security situatior
required it," Biggs said. The
speaker also is very aware that he's
one of the people responsible for
the safety- of his 'colleagues, the
spokesman said.
Rep. Vic Fazio. D-Calif.• chair
man A:if the House subcommittee
that oversees such matters, says the
plan now being pitched to House

:airily would make
different experience. perhaps more
satisfying for the visitor.
But inevitably. 1.1 Llhe plan goes
through. the Capitol grounds til
becrime More and more res:ricted.
These tr.rigs
riei.er go
At :ric
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"Let no one ever
think for a
moment that
national debate
means national
division."
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By JO BURKEEN

WilOL

the George W'asningtonfootball team practice on the White
House lawn. If a bench of guyswith helmets on shoixed 4 today.
they'd be locked up.
Biggs said there was no timetable for deciding on the security
plan.
In\ the meantime. Fazio says he
has chucked his vanity license tags .

HI FINN!.AM,

Today is Tuesday, Jan. 22, the 22nd day of 1991. There are 343 days
left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Jan. 22, 1917, President Wilson pleaded for an end to the war in
Europe, saying there had to be "peace without victory." (By April, however, America was also at war.)
On this date:
In 1788, the English romantic poet Lord Byron was born in London.
In 1884 an ancient Egyptian obelisk known- as."Cleopatra's Needle"
was ereCte,d in New York's Central Park.
In 1901, an era ended in England with the death of Queen Victoria at
age
In 1905, t- housands of demonstrating Russian workers were fired on by
Imperial army troops in Saint Petersburg on what became known as "Red
Sunday" or "Bloody Sunday."
In 1938, Thornton Wilder's play "Our Town" was performed publicly,
for the first time, at the McCarter Theater in Princeton, N.J.
In 1944. during World War II, Allied forces began landing at Anzio,
ltalv.
In 1955, the Pentagon announced a program to develop intercontinental
\ile.S armed with nuclear weapons.
In 1970, the first commercial flight of the Boeing 747 began in New
York and ended in London some 61
/
4 hours later.
In 1973, the .U.S. Supreme Court legalized abortions nationwide.
In 1973, former President Lyndon B. Johnson died at his Texas ranch at
age 64.
In 1979, a car bomb exploded in Beirut, Lebanon, killing Ali Hassan
Salameh, believed to have helped mastermind the massacre of Israeli athletes at the 1972 Munich Olympics.
io• In 1980. the Soviet Union, accusing Nobel laureate Andrei Sakharov of
"- subversive work," sent him and his wife, Yelena Bonner, into internal
exile in the industrial city of Gorky.
In 1987. Pennsylvania treasurer R. Budd Dwyer, convicted of defrauding the state, proclaimed his innocence at a news conference before shooting himself to death in front of horrified spectators.
Ten years ago: Iran denied reports that the 52 freed American hostages
had been abused by their captors, and said the U.S. government was using
the allegations as a pretext for breaking the hostage settlement.
Five years ago: A judge in New Delhi, India, found a Sikh defendant
guilty of murder and conspiracy and two other Sikhs guilty of conspiracy
-in the 1984 assassination of Prime MinisterAndira Gandhi. (Two were
executed; the third had his Conspiracy conviGtion overturned.)
One year ago: Up to two million Azerbaijanis marched through the
republic's capital to mourn people killed when Soviet troops put down a
nationalist revolt. A jury in Syracuse. N.Y., convicted graduate student
Robert T. Morris of federal computer tampering charges for unleashing a
"worm" that crippled a computer network.
Today's Birthdays: Former Sen. Birch Bay-h, D-Ind., is 63. Actress Piper Laurie is 59. Actor-director Bill Bixby is 57. Former Delaware Governor Pierre S. du Pont IV is 56. Author Joseph W'ambaugh is 54. Actor
John Hurt is 51. Former hockey player Mike. Bossy is 34. Actress Linda
Blair is 32.
Thought for Today: "Etre capable de respect est adjourd'hui presque
aussi rare qu'en etre digne." (To be capable of respect is today almost as
rare as to be worthy of it.) -- Joseph Joubert, French moralist
(1754-1824i.
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Today In History

Unity essential if war
is to end quickly, safely
Like rnO..lonso otha Americans
nnple orld1dc 1 hase sat in
as I barc'read and A:itched
teloivort and observed a blow-bydes;ription of a war in
t.•

after they'd passed. I could see
observing the show.
The field was crowded with hun- them, of course, but the explosion
came after.
dreds of other people, many fami- of sound
watch
the media coverage
As
I
lies with small children who visited
the
mid -east, truly a
of
the
war
in
the base every year to partake of
technological
miracle,
I can't help
the usual festiviti5s. There were
think
of
the
Snow
Birds and
but
bands and balloons; hotdogs and
magnificant
their
performance
that
popcorn.
At noon, the Snow Birds day.
For those under attack, the specswooped out of the sky in strict
overhead is no air show. They
tacle
_formation, and then scuttered_right_
set
to
hear thethundrous sounds of
-above us and disappeared. There
destruction,
and experience the ravwere cheers and applause as they
made pass .after pass with astonish- ages of war at.sthand.
For those with loved ones in the
ing precision, right above our
mid-east,
the marvels of communiheads.
When the performance was over, cation keep them linked to the
my escort turned to get my reac- action. It's a show that none of us
tion. "Amazing, just amazing," was wants to see, yet it is difficult to
turn away (rot' the screen, to
all I could manage. I'd been truly
ignore the reports from the front.
overwhelmed by the experiene..
It is truly amazing that we can
When I could do so politely, I
watch
the war on television, intersexcused myself and headed for a
persed
with commercials, football
woman's room, where I locked
games and advertorials for makeup
myself into a stall and wept.
that promises to make your wrinkThough the planes had been
disappear.
les
amazing, beautiful even, they awaIn the midst of war, we can have
kened a feeling of helpless terror in
me. What drove me to tears was skin smoother than the ivory petals
that I couldn't hear the planes until of a calla lily.

Ten years ago
Thirty years ago
Several citizens participated in
Richmond Hall, Murray State
and watched the celebration yesterCollege's new dormitory for men,
day on courthouse lawn honoring
will be ready for occupancy March
release of 52 American hostages in
I. according to Dr. Ralph H.
Iran and eight sefvicemen who died
Woods, president.
in aborted rescue attempt last
Marcia Gail Chumbler, freshman
April.
from Mayfield, has been chosen as
The flu bug has taken its toll on
Murray State College's representaattendance in Murray Independent
tive to 1961 Mountain Laurel Festiand Calloway County Schools forcval to be held at Pineville in May.
ing both systems to close for the
In high school basketball games
rest of the week.
Calloway County High School beat
In high school basketball games, Cuba. High team scorers were TerMurray High beat Mayfield and
ry McClard for Calloway and Larry
Calloway County High beat Lowes.
Seay for Cuba.
High team scorers were Howie
Crittenden for Murray, Charles
Forty- years ago
Parrott for Mayfield, Keith Lovett
Marine Technical Sgt. Edsel W.
'for Calloway and Don Spicer for
Grogan is serving at Pearl Harbor
Lowers.
at Honolulu, Hawaii.
Twenty years ago
Mesdames Maynard Ragsdale,
Army Specialist Four Sammy R. T.B. Culpepper, Harley Craig, H.O.
Edmonson, son of Mr. and Mrs. Barber, Harry Lee Potts, Hansford
Herbert Edmonson, is serving in
Doron, Rainey Lovins, A.O.
Vietnam. _
Woods, Clifton Barrett, Lowery
In high school basketball games Parker, J.A. Outland, Hester
Calloway County beat North Mar- '-. Brown,'011ie Paschall, Hollis
shall and Murray High beat Fulton 'Roberts, Walter Miller, and S.V.
City. High team scorers were Peter Foy, Calloway County HomemakRoney for Calloway, Faith for
ers, and Rachel Rowland, county
North Marshall, Steve Hale and
home demonstration, will attend
Alan Weatherly for Murray, and
Farm and Home Convention at
James Campbell for Fulton City.
Lexington. Jan. 30 to Feb. 2.
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Second graders in Carla Rexroat's class at Robertson Elementary
recently presented the play, "Sleeping Beauty." Pictured in front row,.
from left are Becky Brown, John Kopperud, ADssa Volp, (middle
row) Carl Najdek, (back row, from left). Denise Brown, Alice Hunt,
Stephanie Sturgeon, Brett Stun and Heather Lanham.

Second graders in Sandy Cantrell's class at Robertson Elementary
open letters from soldiers in Saudi Arabia.

Students in Ila Brown's fifth grade class at North Calloway Elementary participated in the St. Jude Children's Research Hospital's
Math-A-Thon. The above students received certificates and t-shirts
for collecting $30 or more. Two students, Derry Hughes and Cindy
Drennon, Collected $75 Ormore to reteive -a tote bag along- with their
certificate and t-shirt. Students collected $683.32 for St. Jude's.
Others participating were: Trish Puckett, Shea Forrester, Dana Dick,
Cory Cummings, Laurie Witte, Tricia Nelson, Jennifer Anderson and
Emily Pyle. I'ictured front row, from left, are Dalissa Joseph, LaDonna Boren, Elizabeth Barnett, Rebecca Hargrove, (middle row, from
left) John Hughes, Amanda Coleman, Heather Hill, Dory Hughes.
. (back row)-- Robert Braden, Amelia Burnett and Cindy Drennon.

in have
pet:Ik

days
visited
Matlene Perry's kindergarten class at Robertson Element.
Rolling Hilk Nursery. Rob Stanfa, pictured at left, told the students
about his occupation and the students toured the nursery and looked
- the e‘ert;reen trees. Stanfa donated this Christmas tree for Mrs. Perris class to decorate. Pictured at right is Cindy "I urnbocr._

war in
I, how-

-ondon.
eedle"

toria at

on by
;"Red

Material for this page ..vas submitted by the administrative staffs of
t
he-Murray hidependent School District and the Calloway County . -Etem-eti;'
Students ill Lashlee Fosters'second grade &AS at Robertson
School District and edited by the staff of the Ledger &Times.Space
tars are tweriencing cooperative learning and working with manipuallocated for each school district is determined by the approximate
lative.. The ma nipulativ es are part of .a.-.mini-grant awarded by the
ratio of students in each district. Please direct your questions and
Foundation
front
row
is
Foster.
Pictured
in
Annisa
to Mrs.
Murray
comments about area public schools to the Murray City Schools
Harris, imiddle row) Sarah Jones, (back row, from left) Matthew
(753-4363) or the Calloway County Public Schools (753-2893).
Hinton and Bobby Smith.

ublicly,
Anzio,
mental

..444.0004

•41114.

Officers from the Kentucky Water Patrol instruct eighth 'grade students at Calloway County Middle School in boating basic and first
aid. This course is a part of a state-wide program offered to schools
and civic groups to promote safety in all aspects of boating. Pictured
!D)Ita left are officers RodnQ V hite and Richard Gidcumh, Sarah
tallons„ Heather Eldridge, Linda Stubblefield and
Johnson.
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Girl Scout Troop 1350 donated the Reader's Digest bOok "How To Do
Just About Anything" to the Southwest Calloway Elementary. The
girls earned this book by selling magazine subscriptions. Pictured
front row, from left, are Gina Linn, Rikki Ethardt, Candace Jones,
(middle row, from left) Deanna Futrell, Jennifer Liddle, Amy. West,
(back row, from left) Alicia Hart, Kristen Farmer, Jenny Fotsch and
Christina McPhail.

:
- Students in Debbra Puckett's kindergarten class at East
Calloway
Elementary participate in the "Book It" program for the month of
November. Ten students met their goal for the month. They.. each
received a certificate for a free pizza. Pictured front row, from left,
are Katie Ross, Kila Phillips, Jeffery Higgins, (second row, from left)
Brandon Stone, Jamie Parrish, Greg Billington, John Wall, (back
row, from left) Audrey Bucy, Daniel Dycus, ,Sara Duncan, Jeremy
Harrell and Dustin Dodd.

ss PipActor
Linda

Fred Jones, receiver on the University of Louisville football team,
spoke to students at Calloways County Middle School recently. Jones
answered questions in Pete O'Rourke's history classes and talked to
the students about academits and the rigorous demands made on a
college athlete.
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Rebecca Robertson's kindergarten class at Southwest Callo‘sar
Elementary made and cooked donuts while studying the letter "D."
Kenny Scott and Henry Kobraei served some to Mrs. Doron, secretary at Southwest.

• *
On December 10, the Flag of Progress was presented to the student
body of North Calloway Elementary. Pictured from left are principal
Ronnie Walker, Jennifer Anderson and Chris Hendricks.
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isel W.
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tgsdale,
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Clubs at Calftlway County High School helped the CCEA collect nonperishable food items for End Hunger Month. Clubs that collected
food were Coed Y, Junior BETA, Foreign Language, Future Home'makers of America and the Technology Student Association. Pictured
with a small portion of the food collected are, from left, Junior BETA
president Leah Baust, Coed Y president Amy Scott and Foreign 1...anguage president Crystal Stallons.
-Angiiis McClure, a local tropical fish store owner, recently visited Diana Cdkhran's fifth grade science class at East Calloway Elementary.
She discussed various topics such as setting up, basic cart and diseases &tropical fish aquariums. She demonstrated the proper method
of putting new fish into an established aquarium. Pictured kneeling,
from left, are Jamie Coates, Tera Lew is, Beth Perry,(standing) Corina White, Tessa Cothran, Angie McClure and Julie Gars.

We are proud to use
recycled newsprint.

Members of the FHA and the Murray Fire Department are delivering
toys from the Calloway FHA in their annual Amy's Toys for Tots
Drive. Pictured from left are Tonya Hughes, Rhonda Butler, Stephamember.
nie Smith and a N1FD
_
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_MURRAY TODAY
Babies, dismissals,
expiration listed
by local hospital

Anniversary celebration to be Sunday

';1111i

\1111WCIN III/

Six newborn admissions and dismissals at Murray-Calloway Count' Hospital for Friday, Jan. 18,
have been released as follows:

Mr. and Mrs. Charles F. Hammond of Rt. 3, Murray, will celebrate their 50th wedding anniversary on Sunday. Jan. 27.

Newborn admissions

" An open house will be held at
the home of their daughter, Mrs.
Cathy Hankins, in Kokor*--Incr..
The couple was married Jan. 25.

Ripley baby boy. mother, Louise
Broach, 107 South 15th St.,
N11111.0,
Green
by. boy. parents Peggy
auad_Charlcs.-Rt--1-„--Boxf Puryear,
Tenn.,
Cunningham baby boy, parents.
Elizabeth and Gerald. Rt. 7, Box
41, Benton:
Flanagan baby boy. parents, Lisa
and Mark. 746'Salem Circte. Paris. -Tenn.,
ovett baby boy. parents. Debora:: and 'Dale. Rt X. Box 247.
Benton.

\V

bb

1941. in__Kokomo.
111171111011th _ the _ former_
Mavis Moody, is the daughter of
the late Homer Muddy and Claris
Coy Moody.
She is retired from Delco Electronics, a division of General
Motors, at Kokomo.
Mr. Hammond is the son of the
late Charlie Hammond and Marie
Gibson Hammond.

He is retired from Continental
Steel Corp. of Kokomo.
The couple_ moved_ to their home
on Rt. 3, Murray, after their retirement in 1981.
Mr. and Mrs. Hammond have
two daughters, Mrs. Patricia Fipps
and husband, Kenneth, and Mrs.
Cathy Hankins and husband, Dirk.
Another daughter, Mrs. Pamala

rl. moth.er.

Wiggins. 2 • `.•
Eighth •
vIly!a:Ed
.. Dismissals
J;rnmy Geurin. Rt. 6, Box 330,
Nlurray James Daniels. RI (
ras, Thomas Darrel!
:
Fla,—ms Apt . Sletro7 •
Mrs. Janice Roga7,

• Box

50.

C ...

N Sm:th. Rt. 4. BOX 14 .
HC

."7
S.-

Mr. and Mrs. Danny R. Walker of Rt. 1, Farmington, will celebrate
their 25th wedding annisersary on Sunday, Jan. 27. A reception will
be from 2 to 4 p.m. in the Community Room of North Branch of Peoples Bank. So insitations will he sent and all friends and relatises are
insited. The family requests that guests not bring gifts. Mr. and Mrs.
walker were married Jan. 2. 19ti6. at Dresden. Tenn. NIrs. 1Nalker.
the former Judy McCuan. is the daughter of John McCuan and Margaret Cobb McCuan of Farmington. Mr. Walker is the son of Willodean Hutchens Walker and the late James E. Walker of Rt. 1, Murray_ They base one son. Chris Walker, and wife, Shonna. Rt. 1, Mur-

`..
.

7:ors: S:
A L

s.cne.
Grand Rivers, Robert Nelson.
kt, : Box 351A. 'fiardln.
(.1raee La Cook. R:

CA'74C171 ad 77\
a: !slarras

Coming community events are listed
Tuesday, Jan, 22

Singles Organitational Society
will meet at 7 p.m. at Murray Calloway ('hamber of Commerce
olfi,e. For information cal; Pamela.
753-7635. or Jeanne. 753-0224.
, Murray TOPS'(take off pounds
Ni711t.,:y) Club will meet at 7 .p.m.
at Southside Manor Recreational
Room: For information cal.
759-1625.

will not h.ase a lad:es (las luncheon
lhe not lancheo7 ss: he held on NV"i:dnesdav. Feb. 10.
_Isas

Elm Grove plans potluck

county Hospital for Saturday. Jan
heen released as follows
ess born admissions
Naattrnan baby girl parent:
sasan aria Louis R:
'

fiar:st Church. The Young Adult and Shining Light Sunday
willbe n charge of arrangements for the meal. At 7 p.m.
aterhood. Baptist Women. Acteen.s, RAs, GAs and Mis! he held and the Baptist Young Women
have a Bible

en,:s
pareras
But 202 AA Be

Murray Lions Club will met..
(y30 p.m. at Murray Woman's Club

'Girl Scouts selling cookies

Dismissals
Renee D. Bailed. 307
Err:ft: Sherri9B. Marra,..

..,t a• G..r. s,ou:s are now krto,k,h4..., on ;doors and ss1,1 comma,.
g: Fe- 3. :ak.ng (1r,:e7N
iY/.
. COOkle.SaleS. Cook:e losers may
sescn sar:eties tnk..ading Iss,-) new cookies — Chalet Cremes
M11 LoOkiCS_ Tho
of .ho ouokcs will be S2.50 per Box
bul7", sae s
Mar,t- 5 through March 24. This year•s

on page- "

w.tri Pr,dc." Profits from the annual sale
70g-a7s...,:nr- p properties (.40.e!oprnent, scouter:--

rro,ec-ts

rs • -., (./

Telephone'Pioneers to meet
•- •
meet Tharsdas. Jan. 24, at 10:30 a.m.

iTHEATRES

.1!

"

_

meet.ng Ai; members and
4- spokesperson

Senior; plan Valentine Dance
from 7 to 10 p.m. at
f
Sc. • • ..• .: Poplar Streets. Murray
• Mar7a)-Ca:...,,say Count) Senior Citizer,s.-All
at:end trie dan.:e featuring big band- era music with
.,kets at S; ea ti are available at the Senior Citizens'
•
; .7.!-iase.d at the door. For information
go to the George Weaks Corn(

."::\• Senior Cititens.

Auditions planned by Players
In A China Shop.- on
7B
•. Theatre in Mayfield. 'In], is a
1.averne Waldrop. The cast will
• females. For more information

Zetas will hear Kathie Pierce
Department of Marra', Woman's Clsub will meet Thi.rsday. Jan.
- ut we
hoase Katnie Pierce of Murray -Calloway-County
Hos p'7'eNc7: a pr:igrarri on -BodyCues." Hostesses will he Sadie
Fu ton %,..r rue(ru2 Marx Deal. Lois rairfield. Jane Etch and Marilyn

Bargain Matinees
Sat. & Sun. ONLY
Adult $3, Child $2.50
MSU Night is
Thursday Night!
Ott iruniesl

hest nut • 753-34111
Open 11:zitm tip 14I:pm

Bingo will he at 7 p.m. at
Knights of Columbus building on
! 1):,or, 'A
Squire IF!t:
at 6 p

'Potlaak will be Wec:nesday. Jan: 23, at 6 p.m. at Elm

ML or.

Samuel Lee Hatcher born
B7.7:, liaiCher of Lokssille are the parents of a s .
Lee.
Ae:ging
S,177.,
seven pounds 121 ounces, measuring 20 inches.
horn or, Thursday. Jan. 10. They have another son. Cole, 2. The mother is
theaformer Laur.e. Martin. Grandparents are.Mr. and Mrs. A.R. Hatcher of
Murray and Mr and Mrs. Don Martin of Chicago. Ill.

(Cons'd on page 7)

*IV

ALL WHITE PAINT SALE
$2—$3 OFF/gal.

VV;i7C,A
PAINTS

StocK Wall Coverings .Blinds .Bigelow Carpet

aird

306 E Mon St

p.

Oaks luncheon inTeb.ruary

!xt,7711X

• fitrtit
•• loos

Mr. and Mrs. Charles F. tiamitioati

DATEBOOKY

!-771:X.

Hick
:

Adams, is -deceased.
They have four-granddaughters,
two grandsons. and four greatgrandchildren.

ray. and one daughter. Mrs. Danita Dowdy and husband. Pk. James
R. Dowdy. stationed at Fort Sam Houston, San Antonio, Texas.,They
hase one grandchild. Courtney Walker.

Nturra‘:
A-it-on Brooks Shac.
1
20. Sew Con,cr,:.
62,.0 Vey C:
;'•
-: Hare. `.)
•. le:
_

1 r)

NViiray Ledger & Times

Jo Burkten, editor

759-4979

6 a.M.-10 p.m.

Hoase.

11ednesdas, Jon

Wednescklis, Jan. 23

If

S.:mor Citiiensl Golf League
at Miller
p:ay at 9 ,a r
V:t•:, onal Golf Coarse
P.,-,avernent Support Group
at 0 30 a m. in tiospi,,•
()':,e third floor. MurrayFor
(a
c:(1 1

23

•

,
P ..1 (

(i

at Lni
Ct.tir,h will include ll•-•Hs
it 6 p.m. and Brotherh,o,a,
Wolff'd on page 7,

Sen.or.eiti/ens1- activities will C.
a: Weak Center from 9 a.m. to

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake

(1R WEDNESDAY, JANI'ARY 23, 1991
1.)
Community Improvement Volun14 the day begins, but exciting new ideas
teers will have a seminar on "Think ARIES
start to come from out of nowhere
Spring and Future" at 7 p.m. at (Mar. Cl to Apr 19i
Its a breakthrough for you in Couples will be making Important
Calloway County Public Library.
career interests today A new plan plans affecting their future
has you on top of the world. Innova- SAGITTARIUS
Auditions for "The Taming of
ideas bnng financial return, but (Nov 22 to Dec 21)
tive
Shrew"
will
the
be at 7 p.m. at
You're so excited about new work
you should curb extravagance.
Playhouse in the Park. For inforpot possibilities that you may fall behind
TAURUS
mation call 759-1752.
on a current assignment Judgment.
(Apr. 201n May20)
into place though: is wot'st41 aim alt rnimr.y and
for.Aravel
fall
Flans
.
- -A CPR Course will- start --at 1
today You could be meeting with a career interests
p."at Murray Area Vocational different adviser who will prove to be CAPRICORN
Education Center.
helpful A new educational interest is (Dec_ 22 to.lan 10)
A new mental pursuit could
likely now
intrigue you. You're determined now
Murray Christian Fellowship, GEMINI
to be your own person and to do your
Board meeting will he at 7 p.m'' (May 21 to.lune 20)
own thing Guard against foolish
Re sun. to mean what you say
Avoid boasting and exaggeration. You outlays of cash while seeking fun
Smoking Cessation Group Se;
may hear of a new investment AQUARIUS
;Jon will be at 5 p.m. in Room 206. possibility from an unexpected party. (Jan. 20 to Feb. I(S)
Ordway Hall. Murray State Univereasy on expenditures made tor
Study is a plus now
sity. Adrr,ssion is free.
the horns' today. You may be
CANCER
041€ researching a new idea now Time by
(June 21 toJuly 22)
A comedian will perform at 730
.Social possibilities are plentiful yourself opens the door for important
p.m. in Curris Center Stables. Mur- .today and partnership interests are new insights. A problem is solved!
highlighted Guard. against excess PISCES
ray- State t •ni‘ersity. Admission is
Maw
"dor
spending when. having fun. Heart-to- (Feb. 19 to Mar 2())
free
You could be somewhat careless
heart talks are favored
with
details now or perhaps you're
LEO
Calloway County High School
not that enthusiastic about your
Just
23
to
Aug
22)
(July
will
teams
Laker Boys'Basketball
A new job .assignment could come- work today Social life leads to
host Lone Oak at 6 p.m.
mow and you may get the chance to important new friendships.
YOU BOHN TODAY are both
try your hand at something different
Murray High School Tiger Boys
in the line of work. Innovative ideas idealistic and practical. You .have
Basketball teams will play at
good understanding of human nature
put you on top!
Reidland.
and can succeed in such fields as
VIRGO
sit writing, psychology, and counseling.
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 2.2)
YOU could be making plans now for You have a flair for thedramatic and
Organizational meeting to regiseither an unusual trip or something can succeed in show business. A
tbr students for three scuba diving
progressive thinker, you can make
courses at Murray State. University • different in the way of entertainment
contributions in the world of
to
original
tend
now
deal
with
you
Some
will be at 6 p.m. in Room 106S,
ideas. At times you can become
exaggerate.
Carr . Health Building, MSU. For
restless and need to stick with what
LIBRA
information call 762-6851,
you start. Hirthdate of: John Hancock,
(Sept. 23 to(Jet. 22
753-0387 or 753-6811.
This is a good time to talk with American patriot; Edouard Manet,
painter, and .Jeanne Moreau, actress.
bankers about loans or property
could
company
Unexpected
interests.
Wednesday, Jan. 23
Cali PRANCES DRAKE (24 hrs.)
drop by.,Guard against extravagance
Murray Overeaters Anonymous
Forecast for Today or the Future
pleasure
of
the
pursuit
in
will have beginners meeting at 5:15
I 900 226 0360
SCORPIO
p.m. and regular meeting at 5:30
$I a minute
23 to Nov. 21)
(Oct.
pm. at Ellis Community Center.
Things may be slow on the job as

Daily
Capin
Re5taurant 12th & Sycamore

A

(i()

co€

We Want To Be
Your Place!

Breakfast Special - Everyday
* Country Ham Breakfast Special - Sat. & Sun.
* Lunch Buffet - Mon. thru Fri. - Only $3.95
* Sunday Buffet - 11:30 a.m. 'til 2 p.m. - Only $3.95
Jr $1.85

753-8080 - Pvt Patty Room Available

MITCHELL'S CARPET

a

FLOOR COVERING
• Carpet • Vinyl • Wallpaper • Blinds
Hwy. 94 West

753-2392

•
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Rehabilitation helps stroke victims

IrrieS

day

help in this re-training process and
By Peter H. Gott, Mil
it has worked This is why stroke paDEAR DR. GOTT. Two years ago I tients should always have rehabilita
had a stroke in which I lost my tion treatment Continue on course
speech, suffered double vision and and follow your doctor's instructions
had a paralyzed right leg Now BO per- about rneilicine, diet, exercise and
cent of my speech is back, and if further physical therapy You may
someone holds my hand. I can walk not return completely to normal, but
some - even though I have problems you can certainly improve the situawith balance Can you offer any tion.
DEAR DR. GOTT At the age of 24,
advice?
DEAR READER Thanks to your I'm having trouble with migraines
body's healing properties, your hard I've tried changing my diet and avoidwork and the efforts of your doctor. ing stress A friend indicated that beyou seem to be recovering exception- cause I broke my nose when I was 11,
ally well from your stroke When a this could be related Since my sense
stroke occurs, a blood clot becomes of smell is also distorted, can there be
wedged in an artery supplying nutn- a connection between the migraines
ents to part of the brain, leading to and a possible buildup of scar tissue
sudden disruption of nerve function or nose polyps'
DEAR READER A nasal fracture
that causes weakness and/or difficulty speaking In most cases, this is per- 13 years ago, scar tissue and nasal
manent Function does not fully re- polyps are implausible causes of your
turn, and patients are left with a migraine headaches, such headaches
are due to circulatory imbalances in
handicap
Nonetheless, through physical ther- the brain covering. Dietary restricapy and speech therapy, other healthy tions and stress reduction are not parnerves and muscles can often be re- ticularly effective in preventing or
trained to compensate for the defi- treating migraines
However, you might be helped by
ciencies Strength, coordination and
speech may return, although rarely to various medications, such as propranthe same level that existed before the olol, a medicine that prevents spasm
of arteries in the brain. You should be
stroke
In your case, I assume you have had examined by a neurologist, because

headaches have causes other than migraine and you need a diagnosis. For
example,an injury sufficient to break
your nose could cause a concussion.
Recurring headaches are common after concussions and may persist for
many years.
Therefore, your symptoms may not
be due to migraine. The neurologist,
after testing you, can suggest treatment. 1 should add that disruption of
the sense of smell is a frequent consequence of severe nasal injuries
To give you more information, I am
sending you a free copy of my Health
Report "Headaches." Other readers
who would like a copy should send
$1.25 with their names and addresses
to PO. Box 91369, Cleveland, OH
44101-3369. Be sure to mention the
title.
(01991 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN

DR. GOVPETER

GoTT, M.D.

Events at First Baptist Church
will include Bible Study at 9:45
a in Fellowship Sapper and Youth
n-„,!k at 510 p.m.; library
,. 15 p.m., Prayer Meeting.
.1 Fell(iwship told Child at 6:3ft p.m.. -

(mil

Events at Grace Baptist Church
will include Youth Choir at 6:15
p.m.; Youth Bible Study and Adult
Bible Study and Prayer meeting at
7 p.m.; Sunday School Weekly
Workers' meeting at
p.m.
Memorial Baptist
Even:s
Clirch will include supper al 6
Prayer Service at 7
T.T1
, Choir at 8
St Leo Catnoli,
,
Critticti will include Communion
Service at 7 p.m. and RC! A. :!! 7.10
p
at First United Methodist
1.\.:.ts
.
Churct will include Covenant
Group at 10 a.m.; Handbell
.7 at 4 p.m:: Youth Club at 5
Ciiiineel Choir at 7:30 p.m.
Evetit, at Ent Christian Church
Ithi,2 Wonderful Wacky
Wed:tesd,o,s at 6 p in. and Chancel
•
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Recipe listed
for microwave
stuffed potatoes
NEW YORK (AP) —For a colorful side dish, serve stuffed potatoes combined with diced red bell
pepper and zucchini.
Microwave stuffed potatoes
4 large baking potatoes (about
10 ounces each)
1 cup diced red bell pepper
1 cup diced zucchini
/
1
4 cup finely chopped onion
V4 cup margarine or butter
/
1
4 cup hot milk
/
1
4 teaspoon salt
/
1
4 teaspoon white pepper
Scrub potatoes; prick each with a
fork. Arrange potatoes in a Circle
on an absorbent towel. Cook on
high (100 percent power) 13 to 15
1
4 turn after 7
minutes, rotating /
minutes. -Let -stand on counter 5
minutes.
Meanwhile combine red pepper,
zucchini, onion and 2 tablespoons
of the margarine in a PA -quart
microwave-said baking dish. Cook
on' high 4 to 6 minutes; stirring
after 3 Minutes. Cut potatoes in
half lengthwise and scoop out centers, being careful not to break
skins. Mash potatoes until light;
whip in hot milk, remaining margarine, salt and pepper. Stir in vegetables. Spoon mixture into potato
shells; place on a 12-inch
microwave-safe platter. Cook on
high 5 to 6 minutes or until heated
through. Makes 8. servings.
.(Recipe from: - Beef Industry
Council of the Meat Board)

Wednesday, Jan. 23
.Wednesday, Jan. 23
-koom,
Curtis Center. For informaic Library will include Parents and
Twos at 9:30 a.m. and Story Hours tion call 762-2157.
at 10:30 a.m. and 3:30 p.m.
Administration of GED test will
begin at 8 a.m. in Counseling and
West Kentucky Private Industry
Council will meet at 1 p.m. at Ken- Testing Center, Ordway Hall, Murtucky Dam Village Activity Center, ray State•tiniversity. For informatiiqt call, 761-6851.
Gilbertsville.
Interactive Video Conference,
sponsored by Center for Continuing Education/Academic Outreach
at Murray State University, will be
from 2 to 4:30 p.m.-in Barkley

DATEBOOK

Hospital...
Miss Yvette Somerville and
Sims baby boy, 1009 Reynolds,
Paris, Tenn.; Mrs. Harriet D. Clark
and baby boy, 421- Oaklawn Farm
Rd., Cadiz;
.Joe Dale Curd, Rt. 2, Box 93A,
-Hazel; Miss Teresa L. Redden,
5031/2 Poplar St., Murray; Eugene
L. Koonce, Rt. I. Box 54, Buchanan, Tenn.,
Vernon D. Gardner, Rt, 1, Box
53C, Buchanan, Tenn.; Mrs. Lucille Beaver, Rt. I, Hazel; George
Hargrove, 1210 Peggy Ann Dr.,
Murray.

A planning meeting for Adults
from Dysfunctional Family Groups
Session will be at 5 p.m. in Room
206, Ordway Hall, Murray. State
Unviersity. Admission is free.

I

\Lin •1.

Xi Arpha Phi Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi sorority will meet Thursday.
Jan. 24, at 7 p.m. at the home of Edna Vaughn. Aillmembers are urged to
attend, according to Cindy Tucker-Laws6n, corresponding secretary.

Stamp Club will meet Monday
Purchase Area Philatelic Society Stamp Club of Western Kentucky is
scheduled to meet Monday, Jan. 28, at 7 p.m. in the conference room of
the main post office at 300 South Fourth St., Paducah. "Trolley Car Mail"
will he the program concerning the history of the establishment of streetcar railway post offices in the United States. For a membership application or more information write to the club at 245 Oriole Lane, Paducah,
Ky. 42001-6119.

Rape workshop scheduled.

Can Nicole Thomas born

Buchanan named Dean's List

'

By Abigail

Coantylloxni
tor Nlonda',,, Jan. 21, have ncen
Van Buren released as
Dismissals
Lyman Dixon, Rt. 1, Box 147,
K rkse Chester Mitchuson, Lake];ind Wesley Vi!lage, Benton; Leon
Rt, 6, Box 129,AB, Murray:
Mabel Farmer, 1510 Glen Rod. Murray: Otis Lamb,
West V1CA Nursinp, Home, Murray.
DEAR ABBY:When! was a young "waitress-? Must wt• invent o nexx
David Pritchard. Rt. 1, Sedalia,
man in my 20s. I lifted weights and language'? In some languages,ever, NEss Jennifer Kay Alton, Rt. 2,
worked out a lot. I was very proud of nun is either male or female genmy physique.— especially my well- der, so why are we concerned that Box 137, Hazel; Alan NleCallum ,
developed chest. I am now 62, and the few English words that refer to 1705 Melrose, Murray:
Walter fligson Jr., Rt. 1, Box
I'm sorry to say I did not keep up gender might offend someone'? Has a
46, Mayfield;. Mrs. Wendy Hicks
with my exercising, because the diner ever failed tonotice the
muscles in my chest are soft and -waitpi?rson's"gender'.'‘ Incidentally, and baby boy., Rt. 1. Box - 202AA,
flabby and I need a brassiere. These why does "waiter" refer only to a Big Sandy, Tenn.:
breasts are really heavy-jand they male person. while "diner" includes
1.m.d Edward Key, 611 12.7 ,
both male'and female?, Sign me ...
hurt.
St.,
Murray: Miss Tammy .W
WAIT HATER,PERSON
My. wife said I should' go to a•
and
baby gir!, 228 North
. IN ALBUQUERQUE
doctor and have the d— things cut
Apt. .3, Ma)
off. I went to the doctor, and he said
Expiration
• DEAR WAIT •I HATER) PERI could have them surgically removed
0‘,e Paseltall. P.0 Bo , 4.
- like a woman having a double SON: I did not invent thhword

S,.•i)tt A. Buchanan, a graduate of Calloway. County' High School, has

the dean's list for academic achievement for the -1990 fall term a:
Lexington A student mast achieve at least a"
Iransylvania
peptic po,rt average -dartn2 the tCrtl 10 he named to the dean's .
17.aie

Man Who Needs Bra Also
Wants Support From Wife

mastectomy — but most men with
this problem prefer to wear an elastic support bra.
•.
1. have been married 41 years. I
.am not kinky or.anything like_that.,
but I do need help. My wife says real
men do not wear bras. I really
wouldn't mind wearing one,. as no
one would ever see it except-my wife.
If she would just shut up, I'd try it.
What do you think?
TOP-HEAVY
DEAR TOP-HEAVY: Whether
she shuts up or not,do whatever
is necessary to relieve yourself
of the discomfort. Ask your doetor to recommend a shop that
sells the elastic support garment
he describes.And,if that doesn't
put an end to your discomfort,
consider surgery. Your problem
is unusual, but not uncommon.
.5*

DEAR ABBY: In your reply to
"Slow Eater"in Tucson,you used the
word "waitperson." Do you have a
dictionary that includes the word
waitperson?
If a waitpei son in a restaurant is
slow to bring the food,are the wouldbe diners then guestwaitpersons? Is
a butler a front-door waitperson? If
I'm standing in line to get into a
theater, does that Make me a theater line waitperson?
What is wrong with the longstanding, well-understood, less
cumbersome words "waiter" and

"waitperson." It appears in my
Random House Dictionary ofthe
English Language,2nd Edition,
Unabridged, page 2,137. And I
am now a person waitingforyour
apology.
***

A

IF YOU WERE SICK OR HURT
AND COULDN'T WORK,
WHAT WOULD HAPPEN TO
YOUR INCOME?
It you're not sure and would like a FREE
CONSUL TAMON call

O
Tim Herndon

'--,T
,T,INSURANCE CENTER titl
Sycamore St.

OF MURRAY

753-8355

We have expanded our formal wear for
weddings and prom!
Watch for our Ribbon Cutting Celebration!

Winter Merchandise

SNAP

SPECIAL NEEDS
ADOPTION PROGRAM

1

2r-

50%-75' off

Eabgrtt's

div.mpic. Plaza
Jr 11 M1ssle Apperti
Mayfield Plaza
m
Sunday
1-5
p
a.m
-7
p.m.;
9
Monday-Saturday
MonNo Wear S T.00011

DEAR ABBY: I am a past president of the Ladies Auxiliary of the
Italian American War Veterans in
Chicago. I am also a longtime fan of
you and your sister. I want you to
know that we have used your Thanksgiving prayer all year long to open
our luncheons and dinners, and
whenever an invocation is appropriate. We find that it follows the dictates of everything we stand for.
We would further like you to know
that we have received many compliments on-using this thought-provoking,stirring "prayer," and never fail
to credit Dear Abby as its author.
NORMA E. BATTISTI.
CHICAGO

DEAR MRS. BATTISTI: How
kind of you to let me know.Your
gracious expression ofgratitude
made my day.

1-800-432-9346
KENTUCKY CABINET FOR HUMAN RESOURCES

e
We Are Now Open And Proudly Introducing:

jh- Luncheon
Buffet.
Salad Bar
Specials

*A Variety Of
Six (6) Hot
Vegetables,
Meats Such As Roast Beef,
Bar-B-Q Pork, etc., Cornbread
Sticks, Cobbler & More!

$345

* * *

To get Abby's booklet "How to Write
Letters for All Occasions," send a long,
business-size, self-addressed envelope,
plus check or money order for $3.95 44.50
in Canada)to: Dear Abby,Letter Booklet,
P.O. Boa 447. Mount Morris, III. 61054.
(Pos(age is included.)

Monday
through
Friday
(From 11 to 2 p.m.)

A Meal By Itself
Salad Bar
Dessert Bar

S2"

We Will Offer You Quality Food, First Class Service,
And A Pleasant Environment To Dine
Only At

ikakeit
FINE DINING RESTAURANT

ce1,1>
&
IZales

i3-2392

Xi. Alpha Phi plans meeting

Two newborn admissions and
40-hour-work4thop -4-o. per
--dismissals at MurraCaIroway ----kapt-Victim -Stivices-witl-ftifec
Cnty Hospital for Sunday, Jan. interested in •WeTiiing victims OT sexu'al- assault starting Thursdav.-Ta: 20, have been released as follows: Ten plenary sessions will he conducted by RVS Staff and area expert'
the field of law enforcement, mental•health, medicine and the - legal proNewborn ad missions
Dov.ns baby boy, parents, Cathy fession. The sessions will meet from 6 to 10 p.m. on Thursday tllih;s
and Kyle, D-9 Fox Meadows, beginning Jan. 31 at First Christian Church, Paducah. There xxii he a S Hi
fee to cover the cost of materials. Volunteers provide. crisis «itIrlsL!1•7
Murray;
Merrell baby girl, mother, Dor- medical/legal advocacy itnd community education presentatifins.
othy Merrell, Rt. 5, Box 278, ter_ call Rape Victim Serv:ces at 1-442-727i or 1-442-57(i2
Murray.
Dismissals
Harold Edwin Eversmeyer, 820
Southeastern Baptist Th,eological Seminary, Wake Forest, N.('., wi,i
North 19th Sr., Murray; Mrs. Maroffer
a course on the campus of Mid-Continent Baptist Bible College,
garet Mason, Rt. 2, Box 296,
,Mayfield, for the Spring 1991 semester. The course, 112126, American
Murray:
Revivalism, will be taught by 1)r. Glenn Miller of SEBTS faculty and
Mrs. Sally E. Wynn, P.O. Box
1357, Paris, Tenn. Mrs. Mahle Pas- meet from 12 noon to 4 p m. on Mondays beginning Jan. 28 through Apr.!
5, only 21/2 months. Three credit hours may he earned toward the Maschall, Rt. 1, Box 62. Water Valley:
ter's of Divinity. MACE.., or the M.A.C.M. degrees or may also he
Eunice Henry, 218 South 13th
audited
by anyone not wishing credits toward degree work. Those interSt., Murray, Mrs. Susan A. ,Kauff•sted should contact Southeastern Seminary at 1-500-334-7709 and
man and baby girl, Rt. 1, Box
for the registrar. Plans are noxx heir:g made to offer a sl--••• •
315-11, Hickory;
(marse
at the ending of the one mennoned above, Ahich
Trellis McCuiston. Rt. 2, BOY
.iaxfor approximately two weeks and would aiso he 'a !ally aeeredlted
71, Murray; Mrs. Elizabeth A. Hyarse. •
Cunningham and baby boy. Rt. 7.
Box 41, Benton;
Mrs. Lisa Diane Flanagan and
baby boy, 746 Salem Circle. Paris,
Mr. and Mrs. Steve Thomas of Murray are the parents of a daughter,
Tenn.; Jimmy .Dale Overbey Jr . Can Nicole, weighing seven pounds eight-ounces; measuring 21 inches,
P.O. Box 21, Almo:
born on Tuesday. Dec. 18, at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah. The
Robert A. Kooyenga: Rt. I. Box
mot,her is the -former Carla Barnett. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs: Kenny
60; Holladay, Tenn.: Mrs. Louise Thomas and Mr. and Mrs. James Barnett, all of Murray. ,GreatE. Broach and hahy
grandmothers are Mrs. Jane Thomas of Dawson Springs, -Mrs. Lillian
15:h St., Murra),,
Lynn- of Nebo an Mrs. Edna Arteberry...oLMurr.4.)..,

A&A
Alto Rental
nds

(Coned from page 6)

(Coned from page 6)

Mid-Continent co-urse planned

Communzty... (Coned from page 6)
Wednesday, Jan. 23
Women, Acteens, RAs, GAs, Misn Friends and BYW at 7 p.m.
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114 Southern ViHage
Shopping Center
S. Fulton, Tenn
(Next to The Lean-To)
(901) 479-2550

1-4.161

•

' •

Also Owners & Operators of Majestic of Mayfiekl.
We Accept Reservations For Small or Large Parties, Receptions, Group Meetings.

Ira

inos)

641 S., Murray, KY

rif
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Racers sharpen OVC focus, defeat le
By DANIEL T. PARKER
Murray lodger & Times Sports Editor

Murray State University's 86-74 victory over Ohio
Valley Conference-leading Tennessee Tech was a
"lifesite picture" of what it takes to win a fourthzonse;utive ON'C title, Racer head coach Steve Newton said after Monday night's victory in Racer Arena.
But the photo wasn't taken with an automatic camNewton noted — it took a lot of manual operation "W -O-R-K is real important,7.Ntikloa. said
•dra's:hg his cl,b's effort and level of intensity. "When
thaT, you 15ecornc-aaTrag-e re-atly"RL•al) dc:ckly - is how the Racers took control of
ther rhotOgenic contest. Ignited by Saturday's home
to Tennessee State, the Racers scored 14
.. he first three minutes of play and held a
a'ter only six minutes of development.
frame Paul King and Frank Allen hitting
'•" s k,)!. from the right wing to open the
.ig an alley:oop to Greg Coble for a
rutback to put the lead into do-\

two goals around a King JUM..1)ed
Jones hit two from the paint and
1-po,nt shot to force a Tech umeout
C)-4
and Jones added a lay up at the 14 05
markni wa f0;ied, adding the free throw for the
'8-po:nt c- ush:or..
Thor trc rca! work began. as Tech began showing
47nc. :nto the game unbeaten in the Valley.
for nine in the first half)
".•
hack into the ballgame. chopping

ue leaders

Nelson Rating

lead to seven points, hut the Racers managed
,o stem Tech's momentum and maintain a 46-38 lead
at the half
Tech scored first in the second half to cut the lead
to six before Popeye.ate his spinach. with Jones scoring ten straight points of his game-high 26 to push
MSU's lead back out to lb.
The Eagles weren't done yet, however. Tech used a
ten-point surge to close to within 62-59 with 9:09 left.
but John "Tree" Jackson hit ti shoraranmaround jumper,*
and added ,a free: throw to push the gap out to six.
Mitch Cupples 7iank a "3" for Tech, but King
answered- with- a layur---Tech Thor -hact---rherr best
chance of the night to catch the Racers, as Charles
Edmonson scored on a lay up and-the Eagles got the
ba!I ba..k on
hiik.kCj shot
/ Raer foui. houever. Allen stole the
,nho,.71ds pa s. ,:•',;"
w,th Coble on a fasthreaS an:
';;lc.'sj
cad back to fist:.
JiaU'kson
sho: and Tech lost the hall
out of hounds to
two 0: Ja..kson's "rainmaker"
free throws for a 7 144 edge
It was 73-69 when both teams missed two free
throws. Tech stole the ball, hut Allen stole it back and
blasted away from 7,-po,nt rarge for a 76-69 lead with
2:24 left
Free throws from Jackson, Coble and King extended
the lead to 8',-69 w
56 seconds left, and the Racers
maintained the 12-po,n: gar through We rest of the
game.
Afterward„AiRn ahd JaLkson each smiled when
rerh‘hded of Nt.:a
;Iht),,t IrAMS:1). -We
ta:ked
A.,cri said. "We
(Cont'd on page
NiSU'S

by John Nelson
Associated Press
NEW YORK — The message
from the Persian Gulf was brief
and to the, point: "Thanks, we
appreciated it."
That's how thr,....U...S.....servicemerrreacted to' Armed Forces
Radio and Television Service's
troadcag-----ol-ihe-two - NFL -cofcrence championship games
Sunday.
"How many were able to see
it, we don't know. We have no
way of telling," said Air Force
Col. Richard L. Fuller of the
AFRTS broadcast center in Sun
Valley, Calif. "But we did get
a message back saying thanks."
AFRTS broadcasts both radio
and television to about 1.5 million servicemen and their dependents worldwide. Fuller said
85-90 percent of the forces in
the Gulf had access to the
radio play-by-play of the games,
about 30-35 percent to TV.
There also is a videotape duplicating center on the island state
of Bahrain which will distribute
tapes to U.S. military - on ships
and in the desert.

Tech press upends Lady Racers
By DANIEL T. PARKER
. & T mos Spam* Edoo.
Murray i.dg
0.set'
-- da\

somc i.er good Lhings,
P:nson s defensive
-• •

the :'re ss uas
h..iste-cl the

Eagles were swooping around the "Tree" Monday night as Murray
State's John "Tree" Jackson got a shot oft against defense from Tennessee Tech Golden Eagle players Bruce Oglesby (45), Van Usher t121
and Maurice Houston (10).

JANUARY CLEARANCE
SALE
o Crystal,
Fiesta Accessories,
Revereware
Anchor Hocking Glassware

noh
URsteig. Price

25/0
0/

All

- Fireplace Accessories,
Sets & Screens

Ott
Reg. Price

Aik

Case
'Knives

0

Toys &
Bikes

Second quarter drought
is deadly to Lady Tigers
Staff Report
Murray Lodger &

Tim•s Sports

MAYFIELD -- The seconc!
..Jarter of the Murray High Lady
iger"tarned their Fourth District
..ontest with N1ayfield into a Monday night 61-35 nightmare.
Under the heat of Mayfield's
press, Murray took only four shots
,n the second quarter and didn't
score for the first five minutes of
Inc period as Mayfield coasted to a
37-16 halftime lead
-The Lady Tigers had used a nice
tempo to take a 10-7 lead behind
:tic scoring of Christy Bell, but
Mayficrd closed the period by scotng sesen straight --- four in a row'
from Patricia Powers — to take a
4-10 !ead at the end of the first
The Mayfield press then took
:Aver. The Lady Cardinals scored
ihe flrst 14 points of the period, ten
rorri Stephani'e Gray, to lake control or the game.
' pace of the game was what
,,ined in the first quarter,"

,
night at bp rn

fialr,:rd Men

JV: Marras 'aut.
tN• con:est :22-11 wilt., ".'
Snyder and Kelli fiakea
the Lady Tiger attack.
• • • •
10 16 27
MURRAY
MAYFIELD

2.

Jwca- S,foir- VG
Jones.,1.1Denlo,,Fa
1514, FT 36
Sae's 19, Powe's E
MaylwIc
G,ay 16 Re-Lefal 7, B.000s 2, Ikr-a- 1, U7e7
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denzie
GoocI" Jo.- ^so, FAcCul
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2€.€
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"There are a lot of things
on over there," Fuller
said. "
- I'm sure many got a
chance to watch, hut many'
others 'Age very busy doing
the:r Pris. The folks at the
front probably' saw less coverage
than anyone.
"The thing people have to
remember is that Saudi Arabia
is approximately the size of the
eastern half of the United
states." Fuller said, "so it's a
very large area to cover '•

iibing.

35
14 37 51 61

ano4er
M...-ay ;35J -- ?lccm1,4ge
e
Bed 8, 4309art 2, IL-weer 2, Hoar

"We haven't had any mall
)
,el, and we don'tget any
phone calls from them.- Fuller
said. —I he re pretty' bus. n[lt
they tell us to keep up the
news and thanks for the
sports.'•
Although Fuller could not
confirm it,, AFRTS • apparently
go: away with something NBC
also would have been justified
in doing. According to sources
who sa*.the telecast, AFRTS
broke off from the Los Angeles
Raiders-Buffalo Bilk game with
:IAo second's gone in the fourth
quarter • when the Bills went
ahead 48-3 :- and 'switched to
Cable News Network _reports of
Iraqi missile attacks on Dhahran
and Riyadh.
AFRTS took the CBS and
sfiC radio and television signals from satellite and relayed
them to the Gulf, via ins satellite system. Besides stations in
major cities and military bases
that can receive directly from
satellite, AFRTS had three or
our low -powered TV transmitft:7S in trucks, in the desert :111 .1 1
about 20, radio transmitters
throughout the region.
Forces recently stationed in
Turkey- were able to see the
games via stations already' set
up at U.S. Military - bases there.

A

M...-ay 3 8 C 3 klail.e.1 8 7

2•

(i(le! Price
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Free Classes I

BARGAIN TABLES
%

CEA°

The Adult Learning Center, at Murray State University, is offering
free classes for adult students in English grammar and general mathematics.
Classes will meet three days a week.for eight weeks with the following schedule:

Math
English

OFF

- 8:30-10.1J0 a.m.Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays
Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays
- 10:30-12..00
Room 206 - Roy Stewart Stadium.

Classes are for anyone 16 or older who Wish to brush up on basic skills in
preparation for the GED,the ACT college entrance exam, or just personal
sanfaction. These classes have open enrollment and are sponsored by the
Kentucky Department for Adult and-Technical Education and the Center for
Continuing Education/Academic Outreach at Murray State University.

All Different Merchandise
On Tables
Now Thru Saturday, January 26

For more information
telephone 762-6971 from 8 a.m. to 4:30 Monday through Friday.

MURRAY HOME & AUTO
Chestnut St

Murray State University is an
equal education ilia employment Irish tuturn

753-2571 or 753-4110
Hours: M-F 7:30 a.m.-5:30 p.m.; Sat. 730 a.m.-5:00 p.m.

•

fa%

,
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Actions& Reactions
Correction

Playoff point records

Murray Ledger #S 14rnes r..IS ie-ehed from
several sources trial Murray Slate University
Board ot Regents member Tommy Sanders has
been and is a staunch supporter of MSU head
football coach Mike Mahoney A story in Mon
day's issue indicated otherwise The ledger 6
limes regrets the error and is happy to set the

The

ng

NFL playoff genie opponents' scores
combined

Academic All-State
Murray High School is proud to announce that
31 of its participants in interscholastic athletics
for the fall, 1990 season have been named
Academic All State by the Kentucky H,gh
tteen athletes
School Athletic Association
were named First Team Academic All.Stateu
which requires an athlete to maintain a mini
mum of a 3 75 cumulative grade point average
up to and through their sports season Sixteen
others were named Honorable Mention, requtr
irig a minimum CPA of 3 25 -Murray 11.gh
School is proud of its award winners, and proud
to help prove that academics and athletcs are
truTY curricuriim p4rtners7—sEri a rel-aSe 1T-ittirh
the school
Earning First Team Academtc Al) State hon
ors were (cheerleading) Shannon Beale, Leigh
Ann Carter, Marianne Gilbert, Deidre Holcomb,
Katherine Oakley and Barbara Warner,(soccer)
Michael Can, Thomas Daniels, Darren Garet.
Boyd Hainsworth, Peter Johnson, Doug Payne
and Brent Thompson. (girls golf) Kristen Horn
back, (football) Joey Barzell
Winning Honorabie Mention were (cheerlead
irig) Marquette Foster and Gena Steely. (soc
C4K) Curtis Bucy, Chris Dill and Aaron Whitaker.
(football) Chad Banal, Willis Cheaney, Bart
Crum. Chris Dill, Ron Green, Matt Krug, Brad
Nunnally, Bill Sanders and Pa! TOT, (boys'
goitt Jenn,ter kOwe
golf) Dusty Wilson,

serviceForces
lervice's
1FL

-

.3MCS

>le to see
have no
kir Force
of the
r in Sun
did get
thanks."
)th radio
1.5 mileir depensaid
mces in
the
he games.
TY,
ipc dupliland state
distribute
on ships

y

5 Dallas 5. Detroit 0(70
7 Praia. 7, Chicago
Cardinals('48)
9 Los Angeles 9, Tampa

Bay 0(791
UkiiukC.E. Natrona Faverw•

pal bone, above the little finger, in his passing
hand He _was_Inweill. in the !Own quader on_
the 49ers' 15 13 loss to the New York Giants in
the NIC Championship game Sunday The
49ers refused to be more specific about the day
surgery is planned, and team doctors had no
prognosis lor how long it will take for the hand

to heal

• • • •
TAMPA, Fla — Quarterback Jim Kelly of the
Buffalo Bills and defensive end Leonard Marshall of the New York Giants were selected NFL
players of the week for the conference championship games Kelly completed 17 of 23 passes for 300 yards and two touchdowns in the
Bills' 51-3 victory over the Los Angeles Raiders
for the AUG championship Marshall had two
sacks and forced a fumble as the Giants
defeated San Francisco 15-13 for the NFC tile
• • • •
TAMPA Fla — Because of the war in the Per.
sari Cult the NFL canceled its annual Super
Hoer pany The league said it expected the
game_between the AFC champion Buffalo Bills
and NEC champion New York Giants to go on
as scheduled Sunday but that it would monitor
Midde Fast events up to kickoff At the same
me however, the league decided it would be
inappropriate to conduct the party
• • • •
NEWPORT BEACH Calif — Todd Marinovich,
arrested for investigation of possession of
court-tett- also allegedly *was tarrying a small
amount of marijuana, police said Monday A
poLce spokesman said tests proved that the
wh,e substance allegedly found on Mannovich
was Cocaine Sgt Andy Cons of the Newport
Beach police said that art envelope containing
our tenths of a gram of manjuana allegedly
is found on Mannovrch, the Southern Cal
o_L -rterbacii who recently was suspended from
t tie tearn Mannovich, 21, was arrested for
-west gatton cit cocaine possession at 415
m Sunday morning while walking down the
of a residential street in this coastal city
4`, ,^Lles southeast of Los Angeles. Mannovich
*is booke,d and released a: 11 10 a m on his

The Roger Withrow Invitational Rille Tournament will be held Jan 25-27 in Room 230 of
Stewart Stadium at Murray State Untversity,
with collegiate teams from Florida. Tennessee.
Alaska. Ohio, Alabama and Kentucky involved
in the competition, which starts at 2 p m Frclay
and 8 a m Saturday and Sunday Individual
competition will also be held There will be
three position (prone, standing and kneeling;
22-calibre competition and a 44-shot -aira,Lle.
course for a total of 120 shots per person
•The tournament is sponsored by the Murray
State Racer nfle team in honor of former team
member Roger Withrow, who was injured in an
accident that let htin paralyzed fro- the wit St
down and unable to return to the r verity

Indoor track

hu!ler

CARBONDALE -- The Murray State lady liac
ers took second place while the Racers r site
hh at the Sauk Invirationa: Indoor f,ras• Meet
at Southereelli nos Saturday The Lady Racers
in shed with 83 pots, trailing w,nner Southern
,the
Illinois who won the event with 165 0
men's side, Georiga Tech won the event *It' a
127, besting the home Salukis by three ports
OM Miss had 98 points, while ArlianSaS Slate
had 59. and the Racers rounded Out 11.e Teid
with 52
•
•the Lady Racers had first place per10,-ances
in tne 800 and the 200. and also won the 4x400
meter relay Stephanie Saleem won the 800 in
1 33 05, while Felicia Upton claimed the 200 in
25 69 She also look third in the 55 meters
Heather Huhn was third in the 5,000 meters,'
white Rebecca Mizener took third in the mde
run In the held events, 'while Natasha Brow,
finished second in the long IL,Tp. Dedre Jack
son look second .11 the shot Indtoduat men s
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own recognizance He 1s Scheduled to be
or F eb 11 in Harbor Municipal Court
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Tennis

Frosh action
prevousiy unreported action, the Caltoway
freshmen Lady takers lost to ilopkirsv , ile
43 38 Saturday, with Valerie Shelton lead•ng
the Lady Lakers with 15 while Marti McC!atto
added 12 In Other unreported action trey^ pre
viOuS games, CCHS downed Morshall County
52 36 and Paducah Tilghman 53 22
In

Boxing
NEW YORK ,-- Aaron Davis sustained a fracture and dislocation at the base of his left
thumb Saturday night during his losing World
Boxing Association welterweight championship
defense against Meldnck Taylor. The injury,
diagnosed by Dr. Charles Meione, was a
:re atat the base of the left thumb to the carpometacarpal joint Or Melone said surgery
wouid be necessary once the swelling has gone
down Davis lost a unanimous 12 round deCtSOn !O Taylor in their bout at Atlantic City

Football
SANTA CLARA, Calif — Joe- Montana will
undergo surgery On his broken (grit hand later
ths week and will not play in the NFL's Pro
Bowl game On Feb 3 in Honolulu, the San
Francisco 49ers announced The quarterback
will have twO screws placed in !he fifth metacar-

,ned tr.
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(Coed from page 8)
wanted to go out and play forty
minutes with intensity.
"We want to win the rest of our
games," Allen added. "We're going
to go out and work hard, and try to
play 40 minutes every game like
we did tonight."
Allen followed Jones' 26 points
with 19 for the Racers, with three
steals, while his string of
20-straight free throws was
snapped early.
Jackson had one of his best allaround games for the Racers, scoring 14 points with 10 rebounds,
three steals and two monstrous
blocked shots. "It was a must-win
game for us," said the Racers' firstyear player who has only two years
of organized ball under his belt.
Jackson spoke like an old pro of
the conference wars, however.
"That's the type of intensity we
need to win championships," Jackson said, agreeing with Allen that
re-printing their "lifesize picture"
of effort could lead to a long string
of Racer wins. "If we can keep our
intensity that high, we'll win all
the rest of our games," he said.
Newton said that intensity -was
the only missing ingredient
_tip
. the
Racers' recent games. "1 s not
what we were doing, it's ow we
were doing 'it," he said. "They
learned a little something about
championship-level play tonight."
Jones had his fourth--20-mbouncl—
game of the year as MSU owned a
46-27 edge on the glass, while
King was 5-for-6 from the field for
13 points and Coble added 12
points with five assists.
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Mt I BOUITNI Austraba — Seven Davis Cup
round series, including the World Group
r•,3Ich between France and Israel, were post
pored because of the Cull war The Interna
onat Tennis Federation also announced that
the series between defending champion United
States and Mexico was under review for security ,eat,ons 'but remained scheduled for Feb 1-3
Mier co C.Ltv lc addition to France Israel
ss-eduled 'or Marsette, France, the other
se- is 2ost;.4-6
,
1 were Bangladesh at Bahrain,
a at
t arka, Kuwait at Singapore Saudi
Arabia a: Malaysia. Senegal at Egypt, and Ivory
Coast at Algeria All of the postponed matches
-.Id been Scheduled for Feb 1 3 except Ivory
Coast Algeria which was set tor Jan 30-Feb
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Fewest points

MSLI now goes on the road for
three straight OVC games, playing
this weekend at Morehead (Saturday) and Eastern Kentucky (Monday) and a_week from Saturday at
Austin Peay.

The Murray Middle School
Tigers and Lady Tigers swept north
while Calloway Middle's teams
were swept south in 8th-grade
action Monday night, with N1MS
winning two over North Marshall
Junior High while South Marshall
Junior High took two osier CCNIS.
The Tigers were 41-27 -winners,
improving to 8-1 on the year as
Robert Weatherly tossed in 20
while Chris Cheaney, Ted Booth,
and James Foster had six points
ctactt-,-The
Jo-mpo4 out -44419-5 lead and never looked back.
"It was a good effort," Tiger
coach Scott Turner said. "It was
the type of game where. we got to
play everyone and that was good.
We have some eighth-graders who
have really worked hard in praclice, and they needed to get some
time out on the floor."
The Lady Tigers improved to 7-2
after Bonnie Payne hit a jumper
with 12 seconds left to give Murray'
a 27-26 victory. Payne led the
Lady Tigers with 12 points, while
sister 'Connie had eight and Stace.
Thomas seven.
"\Ni played well at times," Lady
Tiger coach Dan Thompson.
"North Marshall exposed some of
our weaknesses, and I think the
fthind out "‘irbi
they're going to work hard in pra:,
tice to correct them."
Both teams visit Trigg Codilty
Thursday night.

"See me(oral! your family insurance needs"
305 N. 12th
(Next to Century 21)
State Farm Insurance companies
Horne Office Bloomington, Illinois

Like a good neighbor, State Farm Is There

Jane Rogers 753-9627
Cratta5oc44 76 IL 1055•••••• Si 74
V1.41 14G 11,cHnond 15
•7Ltgn.4 it, Dar4:140n 47
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Calloway Middle
Lady Laker coach Eddie Morns
said he'd take the blame for the
37-35 loss to the Lady Rebels. "1
felt like I had them prepared. but
apparently they weren't," Morris
aid, adding that "we could have

NFL playoffs

Buckeye start overcomes
Indiana's second-half rally

••• ;40y••
•,
,

Major college scores

1).il

By The Associated Press

F1:

Ohio State's fast start was too
much' for Indiana's frantic finish., 'The fourth-ranked ,Buckeyes -won
the showdown for the Big Ten lead
Monday night by completely dominating the first half, then hanging
on for a 93-85 victory over third ranked Indiana.
"I really thought', the .first ,half
was the key to ou,r winning the
game_ We really got off to a great
start and got the tempo in our
favor," Ohio coach ,Randy Ayers
said alter his team improved to
16-0, 6 0 in the Big Ten.
Jamaal Brown, not known as a
long-distance shooter, hit three
3-pointers in the first half and
added the last five of his careerhigh 29 points in the final 1:35 for
Ohio State.
It was only the second win in 19
visits to Assembly Hall for the

In other top-25 .ttan.es
\,/
LLly It]g1.,1. it w a., No. '• t,
fiarhara Ti. ,N,L1, 7 -N, t ,
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Davidson 47; and N o. 2 •.
Ir-\,;7;c
Mexico State 77.
Ohio State led 4-29 at Li,.
and extended its leaci,to 5.4_32 Lar
in the econd half before India, a
began its ralry behind
Cheaney, Alio scored 22 of it;s a •
points in the final 211
The Hoosiers tAiee
three points bet ire Bro,s ninat:e
three-point play and added tAo free
throws to put the game away.
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Jane Rogers Insurance
305 N. 12th (Next To Century 21) 753-9627

TENNESSEE TECH (74)
Rodgers 4 00 2. Cupples 410 0-2 10, Best
2 5 7 7 11, McWilliams 2-5 0-0 5, Usher 48 0.0
10. Houston 1 3 0 32. Stevens 0-0 0 0 0, West
0 2 2-2 2, Edmonson 2.1 0-0 5, Manuel 0-1 0-0
3 Wester 25 22 6, Bruce Oglesby 8.16 1-1
2' rotas 26 66 12-14 74
MURRAY STATE (56)
Adams 0 2 0-0 0, Coble 4-12 3-4 12. Jones
11.17 4-7 26, King 5-6 2-2 13, Allen 6-14 4-6
19, Gumm 0 0 0.0 0, Wilson 1-2 0-0 2, Jackson
5-9 4 5 14 Totals 32-62 17-24 86.
• • • •
Halftime—Murray St 46, Tennessee Tech 38
1 point goals—Tennessee Tech 10-20 (Oglesby
46, Cupples 2-2, Usher 24, Edmonson_ 1-2,
McW.II:ams 1-3, Manuel 0-1, West 02). Murray
.St 5-13 (Allen 3-7, King 12, Coble 1-4) Fouled
out—Houston Rebounds—Tennessee Tech 27
(Wester 4). Murray St 46 (Jones 20) Assists—
Tennessee Tech 15 (Usher 9), Murray St 17
(Coble 5) Total fouls—Tennessee Tech 21,
Murray St 14 Technical—Tennessee Tech
bench A---S,250 est

FORD...Leading The Way

The problem

NAIL FUNGUS
The solution
C)

FUNGI-NAIL

Try this safe, Simple, effective remedy
for the pain and embarrassment of nail
fungus. Fights thick, split, discolored
nails. Two powerful anti-fungal agents
fight infection on toenails and fingernails. Provides relieffrom the pain and
eliminotes the fungus. Easy to apply as
nail polish. No prescription needed

Do you use Artificial Nails?
Then you should use Fungi-Nail to
prevent the nail fungus associated
with artificial nails.
Avallablo of your phorowey or haw
thorn confect Kromor LaborWorios,
8778 S.W. St., Monti,FL 33174

Only the Finest for Murray's Finest
Parker Ford Lincoln-Mercury would like to sincerely thank the City of Murray for their
business over the years. Their-trust in Fard products and in us-iS deeply appreciated.
Their most recent purchase includes 212i 1991 Crown Victorias. Pictured with the new
vehicles are, left to right, George King,James Parker, Mayor Bill Cherry, David Parker,
Mike Jump, Brad Haley, Bobbie Holmes and Larry Elkins.

Auto Insurance

Since 1928

FORD
MERCURY
LINCOLN

Compare Prices and Save!

ROSS INSURANCE
6th & Main

SCOREBOARD
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Graphically speaking

"' Thrill the Sweatheart of Your Life...
With the ir picture and a special message in the paper on

Valentine's Day!

Carson -

('an yOU find Kuwait on the map? Perhaps your first grade will be
able to after using the mtterials purchased with a Niini-Grant funded
by the Murray Independent School Foundation for Excellence. GEOAPIIIC ALLI SPE.AKI\l; is the title of the grant awarded to Lyn•
da Purcell and Janet Ward, teachers at Robertson Elementary. In a
world where global exents are a part of exeryday information, the
child of the '90s must be familiar with our world. The basis must be
laid in first grade to acquaint students with the fact that our planet is
tombination of oceans, continents, countries, and cultures. By using
maps, globes, and, geographic manipulatites, first graders learn to
locate and identif7 specific geographic points on maps as well as the
globe, and therefore, deselop a better understanding of their own
tommunitt as it relates to the world. The Foundation is a non•profit
group iirgani/ed for the purpose of pros iding enrichment opportunities for the .tudents in the Murray City school district. Contributions
are tax deductJile and can he mailed to N1urrio Independent School
Foundation for Excellence, NU Poplar St., 11urNn. Kentuclo 42071.
Students pittured abuse. from left. are Sean Clemson, Amanda Ellis,
Coleman Maddox and tIak I red4•11. and standing, teachers. Janet
•!,:
Ward :tr•e'
nut. b H.rr,

Our Valentine,
Kort Tabers
Love,
Mom and Dad
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CROSSWORD PUZZLER

AViffillfffik
riffkififffltkitWkielet

Just bring in $7.00, a picture (one person only), names or lovelines(no more
than four lines),alonvith a stamped,selfaddressed envelopefor flu' return of tlJe
original photo.

Answer to Previous Puzzle

ACROSS

4 L - AIS.P A
P.A *W.
E T.0.N

G
1-

Deadline for receipt of photos is noon, Monday, Feb. 11.
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John
Hugs and Kisses
to You'
Love,
Susan
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iviurray ectger & IImes;
Classified Advertising Dept.
753-1916
V
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of •
!Irne
18 Genus of
maples
22 Lawful
23 Flower part
24 fskocl trie head
25 Metric
measure
27 Dick
Dyke
29
tom
putii•co
30 Stiii
35 Mended with
cotton
36 Foundation
7 Bean variety
38 Variegate
with spots
40 Tears 42 More unusua,
43 Competent
44 son of Adam
4-6 Spare
47 Girl s name
49 Clonclensed
moisture
50 Sot
53 Sur god

New York

1626: Chief of the Manhattan Indians
addresses his tribe for the last time
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CLASSIFIEDS
i so

060
Hslp
Warilatl

Notice

vc.)cte.

LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR-TRAILER

sraeo Tea raw maw
co• mice/ woe a
New GANS is

Heip
Wanted

GET paid for taking easy
snapshots' No experience
$90000 per 100 Call
1 900 - 2 30 36 3 6
($0 99/min) or Write
PASE 1877, 161 S Lin
colnway. North Aurora IL
60542

NO credit needed $2500
available credit line to fulfill
your shopping dreams No
one
refused
1 800 253 3873

VCR Service
All Brands

Ward-Elkins
753-1713
TIRED of drinking water full
of chlorine and other harm
tul chemicals? Try a water
treatment system Clean
water for only 3c per gal
Hooks up in minutes Lasts
for years For free in home
demonstration call
456 5447

1991 MEDICARE
INFORMATION
The Medicare Cata
strophic Coverage Act
has been repealed Your
need has never been
greater for • comprehen
•ive Medicare Supplement plan Deductibles,
co insurance and "nonap
proved" charges can
cause your out-of-pocket
expenses to mount up
The Part A dedueUble
you, or your insurance,
must pay has been increased to $628 in 1991
For more infurmauon
call

13 IMMEDIATE OPENINGS NEE-O- -a job? A
GED? Hope for the future?
You may qualify if •You do
not have your GED or high
school diploma, •You are
between the ages of 16 8
21-We are an E 0 E This
project is funded by the
Western Kentucky Private
Industry Council JTPA
Call JTPA Out Of School
7 5 3
9 3 7 8
8a m 11 30a m
NEED private home caretaker Variety of hours
$4hr
Call
to start
753 2295
NOW HIRING
Manager
assistant manager, and attendants for gas and convenience store Reply to
PO Box 1040J Murray, Ky
42071

240
Ankles
Far Sri*

1.R. Food
Mart
Now accepting
applications for
part-time help.
Apply in person
4th & Chestnut,
Murray.

JOB OPPORTUNITIES IN
AUSTRALIA Openings
available in several areas,
will train For into call
708 742 8620 ext 1126

Kierray Ledger & Time!

DRIVERS and inside per
sonnet needed for restaur
ant Apply in person Classic
Diner's Central Shopping
Center Murray between
10am 4pm
FEDERAL Government is
hiring $16.500-$62,000
per year Amazing re
corded message reveals
details (901)642 1416
FOR complete home bust
ness opportunities send
SASE and $300 to P0
Box 6029 Murray Ky
42071
Immediate
opening
for experienced grill
cook. Apply in person.
Majestic Royale
Holiday Inn
641 So., Murray

Miscellaneous

2 TWIN beds with book
case headboard mattress
and box springs $250 1
twin bed with bookcase
headboard. mattress and
box springs, chest $175
washer/dryer $250, office
desk $100 759 1509 or
759 9800
FILE cabinets 2 four
drawer metal, excellent
shape, $75ea 753 1206
before 5pm or 759 1020
after 6pm

areas. Salary to commensurate with experience. Call Community
Hospital,

TOPPS baseball cards to
sale cheap 1980 1988
Call after 5pm 759 1954

•

SUNTAN booth 753 3488
SUNTAN Salon going out
of business For sale 12
Wolff tanning beds new and
used $500 and up Will
finance 753 9274
WOLF bra to fit a 1983 88
Chevy Monte Carlo LS and
SS Bought new for $80
Sell for $55 Used two
weeks 753 5184 Tues or
Thurs or weekends after
6pm Ask for Russ

BUSINESS Card r,pu•
1,000 one color ink bu,
ness cards only $20 two
color only $24 JHC Ad •,1,1
tising 8 Supply
759 1602

14x70 3BR 1/ bath cen
tral heatfair Partially turn
ished Moving must
753 2426

280

SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br
electric or gas Walking dis
lance to college 753 5209

Business
Rentals

de
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serving i.'
over 12yr
SN:phard
Import and C.pups 436 28'
PiT bull pups 7 A, "
II-A ;hots and as•
mat/is I weid•
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r
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rugtt_7,
RE GIS TERE D Golden Re
Velvet pupp.es, females 5
week.s coi $100 Belinda
753 1362 8am 5pm
759 4116 after 5pm
ROTTWEILLER puppies
$ 1 00
plus
p
502 345 2251
430
Estate
KOPPERUD REALTY of
furs a complete rarge at
Real Estate
• r,'•
wide select-Jr - 1 ;
Y
homes, a;t prices
753 1222 toll tree
1 800-251 HOME Ext
711L
SELL your real estate at
auction the easy way Con
tact Wilson Real Estate 302
S 12th or call Wayne Wilson 753 3263

LAND for sale Must sacn
ice 5 lots Chipwood Es
ales $3500 and closing
takes all 703 872 7066
460
Homes
For Sale
2BR house for sale Close
to campus Call 753 3293
after 6pm
3BR 2 atres 6 miles west
of Murray $45,000
489 2303
FOR sale or lease 3br 2
bath condominium
753-3293 after 6pm
150
Auto
Services
ALL auto repair 753 4314

BUILDING WITH YOUOISEARCY1

CHRISTOPHER'S COINS
now has cons and proof
sets for sale at THE BOOK
RACK in Murray Dixieland
Shopping Center Our fine
merchandise is also avail
able at THE TREASURE
HOUSE in Murray (South
side Shopping Center) and
at the OX-YOKE ANTIQUE
STORE in Hazel All 3 locations offer silver dollars and
proof sets a full line of U S
coins plus foreign coins and
paper money Discounts
are available through Janu
ary 31 We also buy coins
and appraise estates
7534161

vs

When you're looking for results
look to classified One phone call
puts your ad in print and it keeps
on working for you
r ight around
the clock I

I

WOODEN storage build
ings 8x16 starts at $1096,
10x16 $142450, 12x24'
$2395 Other sizes avail
able Acree Portable Build
ings 502 247 7831

Ii rol r

ree

•

THE CONSTRUCTION PROFESSIONALS
A Cooran

Coon Comm000n

901-885-7633

HOME RUN
HOBBY SHOP
P7/12N)

4th and Sycamore
759-1521
Home 753-1588
Mon. a Thum 3-8 p.m.; Sat. 104 p.m.
We have the largest selection of sports
cards, packs, and supplies in Murray.

Services
Collared
CUNNINGHAM

and Cooling Service Corn
plete service on all central
cooling all makes and
models Call Gary at
759 4754

*

Four Star
Mobile Home
Parts & Servic

HADAWAY Coristrection
Home remodeling, pant
mng wallpaper carperitry
floor covering No lot too
small 753 4251

1986 MAZDA 323 very
clean $3500 489 2741

HAULING, yard veor.
removal mowing ;
tirnates 759 1583

Used
Trucks
-".H

LE $1250

158.4 Cutlass $1650
tripe blue 1988
biae in and out nice
cils $5500 or trade
.? 8,884
• CJ5 Jeep re built 6
- der motor $2500
GBO 474 8820
1983 CHEVY Silverado
s'ort wheel base pickup
Loaded, red 753 2353
1984 FORD Ranger
pickup Auto, mechanically
sound
good tires
489 2122 after 5pm

Get Your Home
Ready for *true,

FENCE sales at ',ears
now Call
for free es,„••,,..
raeeds___

1986 MAZDA R/7 Moor,
roof, gold 5 speed sport
package
759 9561 762 31178 leave
message

1989 DODGE Daytona ES
white exterior maroon in
tenor
one owner
762 4173 8am 4 30pm or
1 527 0439 afte, 5pm

Repo
;t ,
painting p, , •
crete Free f" • '
474 23e7

LICENSED for
gas refrigeratic,
bon arid repair F
mates 753 7203

1978 OLDSkA081LE 98
coestcy 2duor, 400 motur
and transmission Good FULL electrica; serecrs
dependable transportation
Installation repa r
$500 OBO 762 4452
Residenta: rse 753 7724
1979 COUGAR XR7 excel
lent condition 753 5612
GENERAL Rep.,
,•,
1980 CADILLAC Seville irig rootrig trii
4dr, $250 down 1980 436 2642
Thunderbird $200 down
1974 Nova 4dr $100 down
GUTTERING By Sears
1966 FORD pickup $150 Sears residential and corn
down 492 8884
mercial continuous gutters
installed for your spec,ficoa
1982 DELTA 88 C.Adsmo
bile 1 owner, very good tons Call Sears 753 23'S
for free estimate
condition For more infor
mation 492 8460
O W CONSTR:JOTicr,
1982 MERCURY LN7 with Gerald Waitert;
painting vir.y. ••-•; • j
1986 engine AC stereo
kinds of rernode
clean runs great $1000
489 2267
759 1750

Pets
Supplies

f'

(.0.

n

REAL
CHARMER
2Bedrm Murray v.-_,catiOr,
New central gas heat arid
air Includes retngerator
',rather and dy:r
storage' Dv,COur.r.,:d rer.t
$375 753 8734

Mobile
Homes For Rent

BABYSITTING in my
home
References
759-4490

Some advertising messages are fleet
ing
they're seen or heard for a
few seconds
and then they are
gone

rfi

1976 LTD 2 door, brown
over brown, brown interior
Looks runs excellent $775
negotiable 753 8165 after
6pm

1-101.JSE IrDr rent
country $405-rno.
posit 753 5744

,••

The Murray
Lodger 11. Times
Classified Ads
753-1916
Fi
. r kr) r.r]

room Retriger
Proate en
Crnmermarl Apts
S 16th 753 6609

31.1R 1 bath electric heat,
air garage Kitchen ap
piiances available Murray
location No pets $400;rno
Call between 689pm at
753 0038

Mobile
Homes For Sale

Home
Furnishings

Used
Cars

2EiR 1 bath. gas newly
remodeled nrrito appliance,
wastii:rAryer No pets
$550eno 345 2681

270

ltt PULLMAN colonia
couch, chair, good quality 4 CAR shop w.tr, -ott
Mayfield, Ky, 502$.100 Sealy posturepedic 7-53 9386 .753-40509 247-5211 Ext. 130.
fulimattress set with frame,
HOME and office cleaning $150 Coffee 8 2 end
310
2 POSITIONS Assistant
Dependable 8yrs expert
tables, dark finish, 560 2
Want
manager for new auto parts
ence References supplied
brass lamps, $25ea
To Rent
store with heavy emphasis
435-4146
753 2243
WANT to rent 2 or 3br
on body shop paints and
McConnell
RESPONSIBLE
20yr
DARK
old
green floral couch
house in West C,a!loway
supplies
Experience
a
Insurance Agency
will babysit in your home Good quality Price $50
County, east Graves
must Good math skills re753-4199
Mon Fri nights Call 753 3895
County. or near Harmony
quired Also delrvery driver
•oor 29th year of somas'
753-9713
needed Must know area
TWO 2 piece livingroom Mennonite Church
753 0447
well and have excellent
suits Call after 6pm
110
driving record Salaries
Lease For Less at
759 4562
For Sala
commensurate with experiDWAIN TAYLOR
320
CHEVROLET
Or Trade
WATERBED. super,,saigte7
ence Send resumes and
Apartments
1991 CaHaro RS 'ci.idird
copes of driving records
For Rent
1978 FIREBIRD needs mo- bookcase hea oard
*133145 531230mo'
Chemicals, pad
ASAP to PO Box 1040H
tater
tor work Trade for pickup
2BR r-1..,61y furnistied
Call Gene at 751-2617
Murray Ky 42071
guns or shop equipment $175 753 4359 aft r 3pm
nolar MSU campus
•Pit,s Tax, Tile & t..ce,se
753 7300
BRING the New Year in
753 6111 or 753 0606 after
48 Mo Closed Eve teas•
150
with a new career Call
5 30pm
Sewing
140
Avon today 753-0171 In025
Abehines
1 or 2BR apartment near
surance available Be your
ward
own boss Free gift with
1990 SINGER open arm downtown 753 4109
To Buy
Personals
appointment
sewing machine Zig zag, 2BR duplex in Northwood
ANTIQUES by the piece or
COMPUTER dating
monograms. 'buttonholes
$295 mo 759 4406
COMBINATION
cook, waitcollections Call 753-9433
753 8787 Leave name and
No attachment needed
ress, clean up person at after 5pm
number
Sold for over $35b Pay 28R-rdeelex $300 (no Dc
fast paced country store
CASH for mobile home ax- balance of $79 10- or posit required_ Quiet area
Person must be quick on
753 9240 .
les and tires We will re- $1400 per mo 753 3316
their feet and willing to
move 527-9063
work Will train right person
2BR duplex Appliances
215
furnished Nice neighbor
Apply at Wiseharts GrocUSED and antique furniASSEMBLE OUR DE- ery in Midway 753-0877
hood $340encr -759 4406
ture, glass, tools, quiltstrade,
this
we
VICES Learn
901-642-6290
2BR duplex apartment in
send instructions, parts, PHONE SALES Earn extra
AlA Firewood Seasoned quiet residential neighbor
cash doing full time or part
and check for assembly
oak $25 delivered. $20 hood near university Ideal
150
Call (404) 426 0672 Ext time, day Of evening phone
pickup 492-8254
Articles
for couple or retired person
experience
sales
No
DB520
For Sale
necessary Cheerful, posiFIREWOOD Seasoned or $275/mo 753-8096 or
753 2633
green $30frick delivered
TELEPHONE SALES tive personality helpful
20ft UPRIGHT freezer;
474-2318
Cheerful positive people Ideal for student home2BR duplex stove .retriger
30in electric range couch
needed for flexible morning, makers and retirees Salary
ator and AC unit furnished
474-8838
A FIREWOOD for sale
incentive
plus
bonuses
afternoon or evening hours
No pets $285,mo Call
437-4667
759-1228
No experience necessary
6 CARAT ruby and dia753 9612
Casual, friendly office atmomond pendant, 14 carat FIREWOOD for sale Also
sphere 54/hr and up plus
yellow gold mounting Light tree service 436 2562, 28R newly decorated
Full time Mon.-Fri.
759 1987
bonuses Call Debbie
weight curb link chain
436-2758
3:30 p.m.-12 midnight
759-1201
75.3-1514
FIREWOOD Seasoned or BRAND new 3br duplex, 2
Knitting Machine
full baths, with shower
APRICOT F 10 computer green Also slab wood
UP to $15 hour processing
Operator
Central heatair stove, re
mail weekly check guaran
Hard disk drive includes Charles Barnett 753 5476
frigerator, dishwasher furnteed Free details, write,
Lotus 1 2 3 word star, pro
Starting pay above
SD. 12610 Central, Suite
write, gem disk top, micro WOOD for sale 753-9745 ished Concrete driveway
minimum
wage.
No pets allowed Applica255 TKY Chino, CA 91710
soft pak, $500, 52' ceiling
Benefits. Call 753tions now being taken
240
fan with light $50, Tandy
WENDY'S is now hiring all
753 9400 or 435 4214 after
1000, 256K with lots of
4335 Mon.-Fri. 8
shifts Flexible hours Apply
7pm
Mlaceaaneous
program, $300, Emerson
p.m. for
a.m.-4
at the store between 2 and
home stereo, turntable AM/
NEW 2br duplex Ap
appt. for job inter2 GALLON Coleman jug
4pm daily 1111 Chestnut
FM and tape deck, $75 new king
size electric pliances energy efficient,
St Murray
view.
753 8809
blanket, large cast alumi- owner occupied 1821
num roaster, 30 cup coffee Ridgewood Dr 753 7457
C C
maker. Sunbeam food pro
lel
TAKING applications for
cessor. Magnavox stereo 8
section 8 rent subsidized
cassette recorder, Whirl
apartments 1, 2 8 3 bedpool Oster blender. exer
rooms Apply Hilldale Apts
cise rowing machine
Hardin
Ky
or call
753-4321
Corrk\
''
.
502-437 4113 EHO
EBBTIDE with walk-thru
WE have nice 2br du
windshield, 115 Evinrude
ere
-plexes 2bd townhouses
N. • 14 peu
,
1111,
engine,
•
$1000, portable
also 2br, 2 bath with den
.1/4
46_ .
dishwasher $75 753-5744
4
Tle
$375 $500/mo Coleman
p.
FABRIC'FABRICFABRIC RE 753 9898
;e1
OFF SALE Country Remnants Hwy 68 641 Draf
fenvtIle Marshall County
next to Bonanza Mon Sat
10 5pm

It's not that way when you advertise
in classified Your message, in print,
can be read and re read
any time
of the day or night

490

1158 ELM St 3br 1 bath
gas heat neritra! air • large
utility room ooTh hoQ ups
carper! / year lease arid
deposit
$ 350 , mo
812 421 8716

SHARP copiers A utr.cr
ized dealer for sales Sr
vice, supplies parts arid
rental units Local corn
pany Call 1 800 248 4319

NEW aria used hoes Key
Auto Parts Hwy 121S
753 5500

Rooms
For Rent

Houses
For Rent

Appliances

4*.

di per.it

330

160

Working
Around
The
Clock
For You!

plus

",3 5415

1976, 14 it 7l)
2bath Central air t.eat
489-2994 •

155

".„4

530
Auto
Services

'..1fT
ii

PRIVATE,Investigator with
years
22
MIN-A-IRES Ml LLIO,AlE$ PANG-„, vestigation experience
Accident •Criminal •Civt1
BURN'S (ANI)1( IS BACK
IN MURRAY. Charlie's ?Personal or Corporate
•Missing Persons Yuar
Safe-T Pil'arrnacy
needs, our specialty Cal
SPA for sale 753 3488 at
Confidential Investigation,.
ter 6pm
(502)753 2641

KENMORE large capacity
washer/dryer Excellent
condition Just moved,
doesn't fit area $425 pair
Call 753-1900 evenings

Immediate full time/
part time RN & LPN
posiLOILS
open
in
medical/surgical

450
Apartments
For Rent

INSULATCh, Fe.,
Sears Tilt
Save on riss,
.
and cooling
753 23101,:,,

V
Miller Furnaces
G••• Flue.
Disirs,
St.,1
Window. hear lap
Anvil White Ro,,f, Ai,
Silvr Roof
Ph 1502) 492-840
Hws 641 S Hazel
Rest Pr* es
* Quality kesult.

Stonn

way

•

f

i.•I

KITCHEN 0AE3'.E7
MODELING vii,-rh - woa?
grain forrn.ca a.
Free estimates 1d."
covery Murray 43€ 5565
A LICENSED
contractor. JAMES_
L1MGRE ELECT;-r.
rnersal and resie, -•,.,
•
courtecee and ee
vice 759 1835

A^

MAC C Errand uie..caest
fr_es rsoriests,:g grasiey
sricppirg pasta. ase tos-ev
irig needs etc . 753 9630
Mon Fri 8 5 Re'ererx.es
MR Ch,mney 0••
cleaner 492 85€
MURRAY CgraMarble and ' .•
435 4607

Pr: C,:aft Pro
ip with a 1990 XP200
Eenrade and a custom
drive on 'tandem trailer
753 7252 after 3 30pm
iSO

EVINRUDE motor, 115hp
-6e runabout and trailer
i2800 753 0196

A 1 STUMP Removal and
Spraying Lawns trees •
arid shrubs unwanted ants
and insects Call A 1 for
professional service Glen
Joiner 753 0906

NEW homes re,pole barns deb.'.
ings ,brick
work 759
570
PLUP.1B'NG
Fr' est
mares Afforoati.e rate
Same day service All work
guaranteed 753 4200
PLUMBING repairman with
same day sr-. - i• Call
436-5255

Wanted
WANT
basecl '
Hope to
762 4452

•

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

All Types Of

ALPHA Builders - Carpen
try, remodeling, porches
roofing, concrete, driveways painting matnte
nance etc Free estimates
489 2303

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
'Drop by 8 see

Our snovvroorn

409 S-NB-P. Ar-cir•A‘'

59A0

ANY remodeling, building,
painting 8 roofing Free es
nmates References
435 4632

4
11.*6 --A0vr,

--4/1

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 maior
manufacturers Most parts
in stock, on my truck All
work and parts warranted
Ask for Andy at The Appliance Works, 753 2455
APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore Westinghouse
Whirlpool 30 years expert
ence Bobby Hopper.
436-5848
BACKHOE Service ROY
HILL Junior Thorn, opera
tot 30 years experience
Septic system, drive ways
hauling, foundations etc
759-4664
BLOCK brick, concrete,
drive ways, foundation,
bases, patios, chimneys.
repair work Charles Barnett, 753 5476

•

BRAND NEW! New England Salt Box home 1-hree
four bedrooms, 3 full baths, Parquet flooring and carpet
Gorgeous staircase and foyer Ceiling fans, lovely
fireplace, beautiful decor piroughout Large roomy
kitchen with white cabinets 5124,500

Kopperud Realty
711 Main

753-1222

WE STILL MAKE
HOUSE CALLS!

COMPLETES PLUS
0
REPAIR All phases of
home repair and remodel
ing 753 0318

If you need any form of Life
Insurance, IRA, Major Medical,
Medicare Supplement or Nursing
Home Insurance just give us a call.
We will check with several
companies to give you the best
possible rate and benefits and
deliver the information to you at
your home. If you decide td buy a
policy from us, we also give you
free claim service.
Our office is in Hopkinsville red
Savings Bldg., 7th & Main, but
when you need service, all you
have to do is call

CONTRACTOR Portable
buildings, pole barns, general home improvements
Quality work for less Cus
tomer satisfaction guaran
teed Free estimates L E
Williams 489 2663

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

CARPET and vinyl repairs
and installation Professional service Glen Bob
bers 759-1247, leave
message
('HIM Chim Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior cm
len discounts We sell chimney caps and /Iscreens
435-4191
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Benton fire caused by stove

OBITUARIES
Otho Franklin Ward
Graveside services for Otho
ranklin Ward will be Wednesday
2:30 p m. at Goshen Cemetery at
Stella. The Rev. Susan Alsop',Ikinson will officiate.
Pallbearers will be R.L. Ward.
Nat Galloway, Charles L.
: dridge.. Joe Pat Ward, Rah
ooper• and Thomas Houston
Friends may. call at .1.li Chur•
Fan;ral Horne after 12 noon
Masonic' rites will

Oxie
Paschall

be at 2 p.m. Wednesday at the funeral home.

Ow Paschall, 85, Rt. I, Almo,
died Monday at 5:09 p.m. at
Mr. Ward, 84, of Lexington, forMurray-Calloway County Hospital.
merly of Calloway County, died
A retired employee of Murray Saturday in Lexington.
•
Calloway
County Hospital, he was
Survivors are one daughter, Mrs.
an
Army
veteran
of World War II
Elizabeth Ann Jasper and husband,
and
a
member
of
Almo Church of
Clyde. Louisville: two grandchildren. Amanda E. Williams. Louis- Christ.
Born Oct. 19, 19115, in Henry
ville. and Golden Williams of U.S.
County. Tenn-. he was the son of
Army.. Fort McCullen, Ala.
the late Joel Paschall and Anna
Lampkins
ehall.
He also was preceded in death
by four sisi02s_aillie Sp:ana, icnay_
ark --g-ra ode biletretto John _Lee- ttenderCov a
Ser v ices
. son. Steve Wells. Mur-ray.
a. 2
and three brothers, Buddy, Hooker
Lee Cain, Paducah.
%tiller Funeral Home of Murray
and Barney Paschall.
mg
are
eight
sisters.
s-u-rvis
Also
oho, Dale and Wayne Cox are ofto
Survivors arc his wife, Mrs.-CaNirs. Lora Withs and Mrs Mable
atini Jorrs Boil; is directing trie
ne Manning Paschall, to whom he
Hutson. Buchanan. :Tenn Mr.
se".
arc Paul Wilson. f.rances Stubblefield. Rt 2, Hazel, A ;1 S married on Feb. 26, 1946; one
daaghter. Mrs. Diana Spain and
Eddie Bruce S:ab• Mr, 1..era Anderson and Mrs Iota
ar:es
husband, Gary; one son, Pat Pa,Mr;
Elta
Garner,
M:ch:gan,
o.J. J.n:ns Dan Hutson. Das
t:nall and wile, Beverly; three
inchester, New Concord, Mrs
Raspberry
grandchddren, Shane Paschall.
Rachel Ritchie, New York. and
H
Darren Paschall and Jason Spain.
\los 'Lois Raspberry. Hazel: one
• ,fbc.r
I) Lassiter. Hazel. use one great-grandchild, Jared Pas•nall, all of Rt. I. Alma
Mrs Matto; Ann Tripp.
F;meral rites will be 1Thursday. at
1..ioa Houston and Mrs. Peg.77aN. Mrs Virginia : 7r :n We chapel of Miller Fun„
eral HoMe of Murray. Burial will
• '.' -'as, an ; 4 s Leta
11 -, 1 av
follow in Murray Memorial
Garden,
(-''ends may call at the funeral
Pad a,
tree
no,
mWcdnedu

Mrs. Cova M. Clark

Virgil C. Lockhart
Program, tr fr.re
Park. NloO
!

•

a

Robbin D.
Wheeler

,

P

rites for Robbin D. Wheel- 'Acre Wednesday, Jan..16. at
..ipc1 of Rees Funeral Home,
Ho'hart, Ind. The Rev. Kevin
1k,IC'.hv officiated.
11••ria
in 'Calumet Park
crc
..!"
:11, Hobart.
J.:7.! :2. from an appar,•nl

'
.A7'.1.a

'

J(`-.7. 1.
".:!"....1 De' •
ite.ght
P

!

Benton
Mayor Coy CreASOn
called the fire tragedy which
occurred Monday morning at 1200
Joe ('reason Dr. in Benton "the
worst fire tragedy we have ever
had here that I am aware of."
The fire which Occurred at
approximately 2:15 a.m., took the
lives of Ann Caldwell, 42, of
Woodstock, Ga., her daughter Amy
Carol Moms. 20, also of Woodstock. Ga and Joe and Essie Little,
both 79, of Benton.
According to published reports.
Marshall County Coroner Jerry

Bennett said a preliminary autopsy
performed by Dr. Mark La Vaughn.
regional state pathologist in Madisonville, listed the cause of death
as smoke inhalation and carbon
monoxide poisoning.

-v
than--a_ crime,It tx_a_a

in the Carter

-'*.o:ence is prod.... 72
o that we seek
•

A

\

the Me

scer, a

Man will be able to sue
-

A

f ,g.00redo-Torres. 49.
.
.1 asb r-,gton D C.. had filed aga,r
Herbert J Nickel of Bethesda. MC
'cKeiin
psyl:h malpractice and
,ffricnin of-ernotior
-fir
-dying an affior with
" oloj co

he marr.ed ::m
Thecounselor twice persuaded
'Ylor'2r,rne7y County CireAit Court
.;miss'the lawsuit, say% aoonship with the wife
Aas
poYate concern, and sepa-a:c f'ff,m his professional practice_
)-Torres had no right
,ri sue because Maryland no :linger
- _•,.;or'vc.; alienation of af:ectior;
:th someone else's
:431. Nickel comirded
Tb h:gn court disagreed and
it back for tr;ill

11;1

641 South

BOBBY WOLFF

I 22

0

South holds

South's play of today's trump suit
might be acceptable in some situations Under these conditions it was
a blunder, pure and simple
South ruffed the spade king and
led a heart to dummy's eight. losing
to East's queen Back came a diamond to South's ace, and the trump
ace failed to split the trumps.
Sciuth's only chance now was to find
East with three clubs so that he
could discard dummy's diamonds
safely. but that didn't work either.
East ruffed the third club and led a
diamond for one down
The best way to ensure the precarious game is to play the trump
ace at trick two and then start the
clubs On the third club, a diamond
is discarded from dummy while
East ruffs. but the diamond shift
doesn't hurt South wins, discards
dummy's last diamond on another
club, and has his 11 tricks.
Note that South should be willing
to sacrifice a possible. overtrick (if
trumps are 2-2) in favor of cinching
his game
Are 11 tricks always cold" Not if
West leads his diamond king instead
of a spade The bidding makes that
fad a much better choice. and it
was only South's greed in trumps
that saved West's skin

4A K 4
•4
10 9 8 7

K
l.rrer
6 Energies
t McDonalds
JCPenney ......... .....
Quaker Oats
Sears
Snap-On Tools.
Texaco
'time.Warner
1ST.-....... ............
Wal•Nlart
. Woolworth............
( C.F.I.. Yield

•K Q
,J 87

South

North

1•

14

ANSWER: Two spades Raising
partners major takes precedence
over rebidding the excellent diamond suit Aces tip When in doubt,
raise partner
Send bridity questions t“ The Act', 1'0 Hos
12363' Dallas Triad, 7S2.2!) tilth self eddresuA
sternp•A ('n% rlopc for r.-pi

Additional Information Available
Upon Request.
fr". •
/.N.;
....r - •

HOG MARKET

;tr:.

Federal-Siete Market Steen Ser•hre January 22,
Kentucky Purchase Ares Hag Martel Report Inclue04-4
Buying Stallone Receipts Act. 4112, Est_ 410 Compered
i co
Marrows lk Gilts 1 75-2.110
I.
higher
SSO 01050 SO
LS 1.2 230-250 164.LS 1.2 210-2.30
KOS*.SO 114
LS 2-3 230-2I
540.511-411.34
US 3.4 2611-210 lbs.

C-7
C7
414 Main St.
-....„9
7
N15u3r-r3
a3
y66
KY

4.\
4)1i- -1 4141t
\fp ,

airier ia-rary

Friday
201

ILLIARD

-

\06(
\
best investment
is you.

#141.04.404 P.40.

rnd, Am• or,an and rotekr•si Slot(

S401611

1.2 230-391
IS 1 3 300-400 lb..
_______.__-_
IS 1.3 NS 525
(.5 1-3 US and up
LS 2.3 340.500 lbs.
Boar. 1311.00-34.110

1
3
2 3:/1144gs it
:. w
il:
/II:
211s/a • 1/4
47 511/I 26
283/4 • 3/1
57 + 1/e
116s/a • 3/4
unc.
.311/4 • 1/4
291/3 unc.
7.14

. -......--

511.00-111.011
i311110.39 GO
S)11.00-30 00
$411.00-4230
515.410 37 04)

INSURANCE
NURSING HOME
'COVERAGE
f'REE Help In Claim Filing
For All My Clients

753-7890
8 a.m.-8 p.m.
LOU V. McGARY
The average cost of a nursing home is S1,500 to $2,000 a month. Who will pay
the bill for a nursing home stay for you? Call for free information on custodial,
intermediate, and skilled nursing home coverage.

Septic Tank Service
Excavating • Hauling • Pumping
Ashphalt Cutting • Sewer • Water
U.S.T. ea Contaminated Soil Removal

Brent Allen
Ditching
Sloe(' V)79

759-1515

BEL-AIR DECOR
Phone 753-3642

Bel-Air Shopping Center

t

"•-2:

çr

Wash Stand

Solid Oak
Windsor

Single Jelly
Cupboard

Country Pine Safe

$8995 $79
'
9 $8995
Desk .... $329.95 writing Desk
Night Stands
$89.95 Chest

Roll Top

$22995

$109.95 Desk
$149.95 Double Jelly

$149.95
$189.95

'We Custom Frame Pictures"
hamLargeesSelection
- Prints
- MattS lcut for you)

Wallpaper
Sale

To help you
select a new or
better used car
or truck see...

Sale

Gene Buhmann

All Framed
Pictures

753-2617

I

BID WITH THE ACES

Antoine de la Meur the

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET GEO, INC.

:he
ng therapy. Nickel caPed
.ileiredo-Torres, "a codfish'' and
.•d his . Aife deserved a "fillet.•''
kettold we husband that he had
. .4 breath and was to blame for
.1.,. \couple's problerhs. said ThO'Pa% Sippel. .one of FigueiredoTorres' •lawyers.
Nickel- denied having sex with
Sc4f1:F
Tredb-TOEit:S during the
therapy or 'before she .separated
from her husband. But after the

Jed Lee Simons. a 36 year-old
Marshall County man was charged
*oh conspiracy to trafficking in
kaine and engaging- in organized
r.rne. according to published
reports
S]7. • , of Rt. 2-,--Gitertsville
was ar%sted at 10 a.m. Saturday on
Moor's- Camp Road. (lty.• 963) on
,...••ants issued by the Pennyrile
Na%,011CS Task Force and new. has
been returned to Christian County
to face drug conspiracy charges.
Andy Sedlock, Marshall County
(Thief Deputy said Simons was
arrested by officers of the task
force. sheriff's office. Western
Arca_ Narcotics Team and FBI, .
.The- warrants alleged Simons
sold a quantity of cocaine to a task
force undercover informant
also participated in a conspir,o
involving at least five people to
traffic cociine, Sedlo 'f aid.
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Deputy State Fire Marshal Eddie
Clark said the fire apparently'
started when the heat escaped
through holes in the rusted hood of
a converted wood stove in the cor
ncr of a den.

Mrs. Margaret Schroader Berry

Marshall County
man charged
with conspiracy

Pr1cos as Of 10:00 AM

"A lot of heat got to them, hut
no flames,- Bennett said.
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All In Stock

s5-43-$10-814
Per Double Roll
$295-8V-88w
Borders - 5 Yard Pack

